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Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House, -T.nk'" 1T, d°°,ned to slave,’y .and oppres- of being eradicated, Let the tree
we?e:i^i:3a‘,'’0in,ments0fC'>™«>i«eeS
j-. —Let the tree be judged
SENATE.
'
sion, should suppose it possible to reclaim by its fruit. More than half a century ago,
terms OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—f the Africans from their destiny. The capacity
Committee on Elections—Messrs ClaiThe death of Mr. Kane was announced bv
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which to enjoy freedom is an attribute not to be one of the most enlightened statesmen who
ever illustrated the parliamentary annals of his colleague, Mr. Robinson, and thecustom- !’nr?eRG‘!ffins’ Hawki,,s» Hard, Burns, Kil- '
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—
paper discontinued, except at lhe option of the pub- communicated by human power. It is an Great Britain, looking into political causes,
° n’ ?'‘ehanan’ Ma wry, and Boyd.
ary votes to attend his funeral, and towear .M(ïi^aLova|dC<!"nS~’?eSS,S-^amt,rel<!nS
endowment of God, and one of the rarest
Hsher, until all arrearages are paid.
with an eye of profound philosophy, ascribed
crape were passed. The funeral took place
The publisher does not hold himself responsible4or which it has pleased his inscrutable wisdom
m the high and indomitable spirit of liberty j on the same day—after the adjournment of
Loyal, Corwin, Johnson of Tenu
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount to bestow upon the nations of the earth. I,
It which distinguished the Southern colonies, to the Senate—the funeral services being per so'llfind OwX’. Uwre1“of “ass. Inge/
«charged for its insertion.
is conferred as the reward of merit, and only the existence of domestic slavery ; referring
upon those who are qualified to enjoy it. Un to the example of the free states of antiquity formed by the Rev. Mr. Post, in the Senate
On Claims—-Messrs. WhittU^v
til the “ Eihiopean can change his skin,” it as a confirmation of his theory. Since those Chamber, m presence of the members of
MISCE LLAN EOU S.
both
Houses,
the
President
of
the
United
will be vain to attempt, by any human power, colonies have become independent Slates,
THE SLAVE
to make freemen of those whom God has they have amply sustained the glory of their Tlw 1’ 1 m heril of,P.ePa’’tme»ts, and others.
The death ofMr. Wildman, a member of
We publish below the most important par doomed to be slaves, by all their attributes.
primitive character. There is no coloring of
On Commerce—Messrs.
Sutherland
Let not, therefore, the misguided and de national vanity in the assertion, which impar the House of Representatives from Connecti Pinckney, Pearce of R. I. Gillet, Phillips
agraphs, in Gov. McDuffie’s late Message to
cut, being announced by message, the cus
signing
intvrtJveiW^.wJiQ
.seekAo
destroy
the South Carolina Legislature, Jn relation
tial1 history will nfft ratify, that the principles
Cu8h»a«’.
tomary vote of compliment to his memory 4Mf®K°Xfe"U’ gra™ °f
ito ¿lie abolitionists and the subject of Slave our peace, imagine that they are serving the of rational liberty are not less thoroughly un was passed.
‘Vmury
cause of God by practically arraigning0 the
On Post Offices and Post Roads-Messrs
ry. We would not be understood as appro decrees of his Providence. Indeed it would derstood, and have been more vigilantly, res
olutely and effectively defended against all
FTrte’ Hail of Vt’ Ma™ of
ving the sentiments advanced therein,—the scarcely excite surprise, if with the impious the encroachments of power, by the slave
m.
c
t
,
TUESDAY, DEC. 15.
The Senate re-elected Walter Lowrie, N.^Y. Cleaveland, French, Shields, and Hopaudacity
of
those
who
projected
the
tower
of
•reverse is the fact,—but we thought it not
holding States, than by any other members of fmir «7 M • Fharnkfor(l- Sew»‘ at Arms,
Babel, they should attempt to scale the bat
qi ?" wur PubHc Lands~Messrs. Boon,
the confederacy. In which of our great po
improbable that many of our readers would
tlements of Heaven, and remonstrate with litical conflicts is it, that they have not been nd Mr. Haight, Doorkeeper, each having Slade, Wilhams ofN. C. Lincoln, Casey
nearly a unanimous vote.
be gratified to see with what temper his the God of wisdom for having put the mark
arrayed against every form of usurpation,
P’ ChaPinan’and Harrison of
Various communications were received, M^ouri.
Excellency speaks of the one, as well as the of Cain and the curse of Ham upon lhe Afri
and fighting under the flag of liberty ? Indeed, from the President, with a report from the
arguments by which he undertakes to can race instead of the European.
On
the
District
of Columbia—Messrs. W.
it is a fact of historical notoriety, that those
If lhe benevolent friends of lhe black race
- B. Shepard, Herster, Vanderpool, Bouldin,
great whig principles of liberty, by which
prove that domestic slavery, so far from
would compare the condition of that portion
Rogers’ Fairfield, and
being inconsistent with the principles of of them which we hold in servitude, with government is restrained within constitution .,^,\?e1n,ton.desi ued t0 take UP the motion TmvnesStOn’
al limits, have had their origin, and for a long
Christianity and a curse to the country is, that which still remains in Africa, totally un- time had their only abiding place, in the submitted by him, for the purpose of extend
ing to the Senators appointed by M1ch>ah' Thom??« J}udi<i‘ary-Messrs. Beardsley,
on the contrary, ‘ manifestly consistent with I blessed by the lights of civilization or Christi slave-holding States.
the courtesy of a seat in the GhambeEWnti? feHard,\P,erce«fN- H. Robertson,
anity, and equally destitute ofhopeandof
Reason and philosophy can explain what the question of their right thereto X dispo J.*ylotb Toucey, Jones of Virginia, and Marthe will of God’ and a national blessing.
happiness, they would be able to form some
experience so clearly testifies
If we look sed of. Mr. Clay opposed the motion. A
tolerable estimate of what our blacks have
On Revolutionary Claims-Messrs. Muh
.{Extracts from the Message of Gov. McDuffie, lost by slavery in America, and what they into the elements of which all political tom- motion to lay lhe subject on the table prelenberg, Crane, Standifer, Turrell, Kennard,
munities are composed, it will be found that
to the Legislature of South Carolina.]
would gain by freedom in Africa.
Beaumont, Craig, Chapin and Underwood.
servitude in some form, is one of lhe essential
Since your last adjournment, the public
If emancipated where would they live, and
Cl i‘ P,cbDC kxpenditures-Messrs. Page,
mind throughout the Slave holding States, what would be their condition ?—The idea constituents.
M
I
„
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16.
Claike, ofPa. McLane, Mason of MaineNo community ever has existed without it,
Mr. Webster, Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Pres
¡has been intensely, indignantly and justly ex- of their remaining among us is utterly vision
Df)nrrp ^eonaÇd’ HaJey, White and Weeks.
<cited, by the wanton, officious and incendiary ary. Amalgamation is abhorrent to every and we may confidently assert none ever will. ton appeared and took their seats. Mr. Cuth
Îk,VDte Land C,aims~Messrs. Carr,
proceedings of certain societies and persons, sentiment of nature, and if they remain as a In the very nature of things there must be bert is the only Senator absent, there being
Galbiaith, Patterson, Chambers, of Pa.; May
classes of persons to discharge all the differ
in some of the Non-Slave-holding States,
separate caste, whether endowed with equal ent offices of society, from the highest to the our vacancies. [One of these vacancies has Lawlor4’ °
Hammond’ Huntsman and
heen temporarily filled by the appointment
who haye been actively employed in attempt privileges or not, they will become our mas
lowest. Some of these offices are regarded of Mr. Niles, by the governor of Connecticut.!
ing to circulate among us, pamphlets, papers,
ters or we must resume the mastery over
On Manufactures—Messrs. J. Q. Adams‘
lhe Senate proceeded to the choice of the
and pictorial representations, of the most of them. The only disposition, therefore, that as degrading, though they must and will be
performed. Hence those manifold forms of ¡standing Committees.
fensive
and
inflammatory
character,
and
emGid
could be made for vjvii
our ciiiciuuipatea
emancipated slaves, dependent servitude which produce a sense
«...
<
—’ .
—•
The Chairmen of the several committees eon Lee, Judson, Halsey and Granger.
inently calculated to excite them to insurrec- would be their transportation to Africa to
Ro?n
‘
p
S'
CUltUre
n
Bookee
’
Bea
‘b
of superiority in the masters or employers, weie first chosen, as follows :
lion and massacre. The wicked monsters exterminate the natives or to be exterminated
Phe^a^'Ë^^
6156
^Bai
^
Logan,
and
of
inferiority
on
the
part
of
the
servants.
Mi.
Clay
—
Chairman
of
the
Committee
on
and deluded fanatics, overlooking the numer by them, contingencies either of which may
ous objects in their own vicinity who have well serve to illustrate the wisdom if not the Where these offices are performed by mem f oreign Relations, having received 24 votes
On Indian A^ÿv—Messrs. Bell, McCarty,
a moral, if not a legal claim upon their chari philanthropy of those super-serviceable mad bers of the political community, a dangerous R,ng ot Alabama, 17. Finance—Webster,’ Everett, GrahaS, Ashley, Haynes, Lyon,
table regard, run abroad in the expansion of men, who in the name of humanity would element is obviously introduced into the body ??’ 'Xllg ,tr17’ Coinf«erce—Davis 22, Hill
Hawes and Chaney.
3 ’
their hypocritical benevolence, muffled up in desolate the fairest region of the earth, and politic. Hence the alarming tendency to vi mV Ma™f*c“^--Knig.hi 21, Wall 17.
On Military Affâirs-Messrs. Johnson, of
olate
the
rights
of
property,
by
agrarian
leg

Military
Affairs
—
Benton
28.
Militia
—
Rob

the saintly mantle of Christian meekness, to destroy the most perfect system of social and
Ken. (Spe.ght, Ward, Thompson, of Ohio,
fulfil the fiend-like errand of mingling the political happiness that ever has existed.—It islation, which is beginning to be manifest m inson 36. Naval Affairs—Southard 25. In
gooie? BU"Ch’ McKi‘-v’ Anthony and Dromthe
older
States,
where
universal
suffrage
pre

dian
/♦»•-■White
36.
Post
Office,
&c.blood of the master and the slave, to whose is perfectly evident that the destiny of the
fate they are equally indifferent, with the negro race is either the worst possible form vails without domestic slavery ; a tendency Grundy 2a. Roadsand Canals-Hendricks
Glascockthat will increase in the progress of society,
ui- JV<hc^ry~CIayion 21, Buchanan 16. so?“w eK
smouldering ruins of our peaceful dwellings. j of political slavery, or domestic servitude as it
with the increasing inequality of wealth. No Public Lands—Ewing 24.
r
,uller- Wagoner, Calhoun, of
No principle of human action so utterly baf exists in the slave-holding states.
C°'esmi
government is worthy the name that does not
The four first committees were then filled Wnnan^of Kern’
fles all human calculation, as that species of
The advantage of domestic slavery over protect the rights of property, and no enlight
as
follows
:
—
fanatical enthusiasm, which is made up of the most favorable condition of political sla
On Naval Affairs—Messrs. Jarvis, Milligan
Foreign Relations-Clay, King of Geo.,
envy and ambition, assuming the guise of re very, does not admit of question. It is the ened people will long submit to such a mocke
and"SaS.’ <WSOn’
WiSe> Ashry*
Hence
it
is
that
in
older
countries,
different
Tallmadge,
Mangum
and
Porter.
ligious zeal, and acting upon the known prej obvious interest of the master, not less than his
Finance—Webster,
Wright, Cuthbert,
udices, religious or political, of an ignorant duty, to provide comfortable food and cloth political orders are established to effect this
On Foreign Affairs—Messrs. Mason, of
indispensable object, and it will be fortunate Mangum, and Tyler.
multitude. Under the influence of this spe ing for his slaves ; and whatever false and
Commerce—Davis, Goldsborough, Tom Alhmnof Ken “p ’ ViUoPb?'1’ Cramer> H“mer.
cies of voluntary madness, nothing is sacred exaggerated stories may he propagated by for the non-slaveholding states, if they are
of &gia
ParkS> CuSt“n8’ aad
'■
not, in less than a quarter ofa century, driven linson, McKean and Linn.
that stands in the way of its purposes. Like mercenary travellers who make a trade of ex
to
a
similar
institution,
or
to
take
refuge
from
Munufactures-Knight,
Ruggles,
Morris,
all other religious impostures, it has power changing calumny for hospitality, the peasan
On the Territories—Messrs. Patton, Potts,
robbery and anarchy, under a military despo 1-remiss, and Hendricks.
to consecrate every act, however atrocious, try and operatives of no country in the world tism.
r
and every person, however covered with are better provided for in these respects, than
But where the menial offices and depend
THURSDAY, DEC. 17.
" multiplying villanies,” that may promote its the slaves of our country. In the single em
Mr. Clay gave notice that he should in HardwellSof'S. La^JaX? Storey
diabolical ends or worship at its infernal al pire of Great Britain, the most free and en ant employments ofsociety are performed by
domestic slaves, a class well defined by their troduce a bill to appropriate for a limited time,
ters. By its unholy creed, murder itself be lightened nation in Europe, there are more
color and entirely separated from the political lhe proceeds of the sale of public lands Morgan, Klingensmith, Bond, and Fry
comes a labor of love and charity, and the wretched paupers and half starving operatives,
body, the rights of properly are perfectly se amongst the several states. Mr. Linn intro Pa°RpJnVpld Pensj0«s~Messrs. Miller, of
felon renegade who flies from the justice of than there are negro slaves in the United
cure, without the establishment of artificial duced a bill to authorize the running a boun nF NB v eI’,Evans’ Maine, Shenck, Taylor,
Iris country, finds not only a refuge, but be States. In all respects, the comforts of our
Hoa/barriers.—In a word the institution of domes dary hne between the state of Missouri and :ndN-Hlweih r,S°n’ “f
comes a sainted minister in the sanctuary of slaves
i
are greatly superior to those of the tic slavery supersedes the necessity of an or Mexico.
its temple.
English operatives, or the Irish and Conti der of nobility, and all the other appendages
« -»'ntion, that I VimonXch^LuX^S
*
A
*
»
#
nental peasantry, to say nothing of the mil ofa hereditary system of government. If our the Committee on Roadsand Canals be in
The crime which these foreign incendia lions of paupers crowded together in those
slaves were emancipated, and admitted, structed to report the number, extent and di CaTho^ofK^16’ JaCkSOn> °f aiaSS- a'ld’
ries have committed against the peace of the loat^ome receptacles of starving humanity,
bleached or unbleached, to an equal partici rection of the several rail roads already built
State, is one of the very highest grade known the public poor houses.
Beside the hard pation in our political privileges, what a com or commenced, and the most important of
On Révisai and Unfinished Bosinessto human laws.
It not only strikes at the ship of incessant toil, too much almost for hu
Oh^rh
HH?7l'ngn°& Mann, of Pa. Mason, of
mentary should we furnish upon the doc those which are projected or contemplated Ohi
«very existence of society, hut seeks to accom man nature to endure, and the sufferings of
Hai-kn^
’
adan’ anc| Far|m>
trines of the emancipationists, and what a re in the several, states ; and that they inquire Ohio. ?
plish the catastrophe by the most horrible actual want driving them almost to despair,
A7
î'’:0UI
i‘ A
ft,,n’tST,M,essrs- Lee' of New Jer
volting spectacle of republican equality should into th’e expediency of aiding in any of those „,?n
means, celebrating the obsequies of the State these miserable creatures are perpetually an
sey,
7’ Darln
Darhngton,
?^on’ Hall, of Maine, Johnson, of
we exhibit to the mockery of the world ! No undertakings on the part of the government i m
•in a saturnical carnival of blood and murder, noyed by the most distressing cares for the
”n-a,,d
Tenn,
and Turner, of Md.
rational man would consent to live in such a of the United States, either by making pay- Te
and while brutally violating all the-charities future condition of themselves and their chil
Onmthe6 E
Expenditures in the Department of
state of society, if he could find a refuge in ment m advance on contracts for carrying
•of life and desecrating the very altars of re dren.
the mails on such roads, or otherwise ; and tbe lreasu
Messrs. Allen, of Vermont,
any other.
ligion, impiously calling upon Heaven to | From this excess of labor, this actual want
Domestic slavery, therefore, instead of be on the condition of transporting the proper Harper, Spangler, Russell, and Barton.
«unctify these abominations.
I and these distressing cares, our slaves are en- ing a political evil, is the corner stone of our ty.
of.•T'w
the U. S. by DUVU
such loans
roads tree
free Qrah2
< Or troops
----- r—
1?, die Department of
It is my deliberate opinion that the laws of‘ tirely exempted. They habitually labor two
republican edifice. No patriot who justly es of expense to the U. S. whether in time of £tdteT/lessrs; A- H. Shepherd, Calhoun, of
every community should punish this species to four hours a day less than the operatives timates our privileges, will tolerate the idea of peace or wari
Mass. Hunt, of N. Y. Morris, and Sickles.
of interference by death, without benefit of in other countries, and it has been truly re
On Expenditures in the Department of
Mr. W. also submitted a resolution that so
emancipation, at any period, however remote
clergy, regarding the authors of it as enemies marked by some writer, that a negro cannot
or on any conditions of pecuniary advantage, much of the President’s Message as respects War.-Messrs. Jones of Ohio, Bovee, John
of the human race. Nothing could be more be made to injure himself by excessive labor. however favorable. I would as soon think lhe question whether the U. S. cannot, with son of Va., Love and Dudley.
appropriate than for South Carolina to set It may be safely affirmed that they usually of opening a negotiation for selling the liberty out transcending their constitutional powers
On Expenditures in the Navy Department
this example in the present crisis, and I trust eat as much wholesome and substantial food
ot the State at once, as for making any stipu secure to the P. O Department the use of -Messrs. Hall of Maine, Sloane, Seymou
the Legislature will not adjourn till it dis in one day as English operatives and Irish lations for the ultimate emancipation of our the several rail-roads in the United States by Pettigrew, and Mason of New York
charges this high duty of patriotism.
On Expenditures in the Post Office Depart.
peasants eat in two. And as regards concern slaves.
So deep is my convictfon on this lin. act of Congress, which shall provide with
for the future, their condition may well be subject, that if I were doomed to die imme in itself some equitable mode of adjusting the ment.-Messrs Hawes, Burns, Childs, Bailey
No human institution, in my opinion, is envied by their own masters.
7
There is not diately after recording these sentiments, I amount of compensation, be referred to the of Maine, and Reynolds of New York.
more manifestly consistent with the will of upon the face of the earth, any class of peo could say in all sincerity and under all the Comihittee on the Judiciary, with instructions
G» Expenditures on the Public Buildings.
God, than domestic slavery, and no one ofhis ple high or low, so perfectly free from care
-■Messrs. Darlington, Hazletine, Pearce of
sanctions of Christianity and patriotism, “ God to make a special report thereon.
ordinances is written in more legible charac and anxiety. They know that their masters
The ba I lotting for the Committees was re R. I. Galbraith and Beale.
forbid that my descendants, in the remotest
ters than that which consigns the African will provide for them, under all circumstan
SELECT COMMITTEES
generations, should live in any other than a sumed, and the following were appointed :__
race to this condition, as more conducive to ces, and that in the extremity of old age, in
On Agriculture—Messrs. Kent, King of
On the Rules and Orders of the House.—
community having theinstitmion ofdomestic
their own happiness, than any other of which stead of being driven to beggary or to seek
Messrs. Mann ofN. York, Adams of Mass.,
slavery, as it existed among the patriarchs of Ala., Morris and Wright.
they are susceptible.
Whether we consult public charity in a poor bouse, they will be
Military Affairs—Messrs. Wall, Goldsbo Thomas of Md., Williams of N. C. Cambrethe primitive Church, and in all the free
the sacred Scriptures, or the lights of nature comfortably accommodated and kindly treat
rough, Preston and Tipton.
PennLVeieU’ FalkS? Ptüker and!Chambers of
states of antiquity.
and reason, we shall find these truths as a- ed among their relations and associates. Ca
Militia—Messrs. Hendricks, M’Kean, Swift
bundantly apparent, as if written with a sun to the elder has been regarded as a model of
and Wall,
°n thé Northern Boundary of Ohio.—
English JVavy.—There are 574 vessels in
beam in the heavens. Under both the Jew Roman virtue and yet he is said to have sold
Naval Affairs—Messrs. Tallmadge, Black, Messrs J. Q. Adams, Hardin, Pattin, Pierce of
ish and Christian dispensations of our reli his superannuated slaves to avoid the expense the British Navy, 820’ post captains, 800 Robbins and Cuthbert.
S>'d j-idVoT68’Dickeraon’ McKay> Gra^n
gion, domestic slavery existed with the une of maintaining them.
The citizens of rhis commanders, and 2745 lieutenants—making
Public Lands—Messrs. Moore, Prentiss,
quivocal sanction of its prophets, of its apostles, State may not aspire to rival the virtue of the an aggregate of 4365 officers of the three Crittenden, and M’Kean.
¿and finally of its ¡great author. The patriarchs Romans, but it may, be safely affirmed that grades, for 574 vessels.
Private Land Claims—Messrs. Linn, Rug
TUESDAT, DEC. 15.
themselves, those chosen instruments of God, they would doom to execration that master
gles, Porter and King, of Ga.
The House proceeded to the election of a
Louisiana.
—
The
Whigs
in
the
Legislature
were slave holders.—In fact the divine sanc who should imitate the inhuman example of
Indian Affairs—Messrs. Tipton, Goldsbo Serggant at Arms. There were twenty canwill have it in their power to elect a succes
tion of this institution is so plainly written the Roman paragon.
rough, Swift and Brown.
d«dates. The contest lay principally between
that “ he who runs may read” it, and those
The government of our slaves is strictly sor to Mr. Gayarre by a decided majority.
Claims—Messrs. Tipton, Shepley, Swift Mr. Roderick Dorsey, and Mr. Oliver Pease •
over-righteous pretenders and pharisees, who patriarchal, and produces those mutual feel An election lately took place in the parish of and Brown.
th« ^5°^^ was elected on the sev
affect to be scandalized by its existence a- ings of kindness on the part of the master West Feliciana to fill a vacancy occasioned
Judiciary—Messrs. Buchanan, Leigh, Pres
enth balloting, receiving 1%2 and the latter 92
inong us, would do well to inquire how much and fidelity and atta'chment on the part of by the decease of a Jackson member, which ,ton, and Crittenden.
votes.
more nearly they walk in the ways of Godli- the slave, which can only,result from a con resulted in the choice ofa Whig by a vote of
Post Office and Post Roads—Messrs. Rob
:inson, Ewing, Knight and Davis.
tiess, than did Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. stant interchange.of good offices, and which 198 to 38.—Boston Atlas.
T'haï the African negro is destined by Provi can only exist in a system of domestic or pa
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16.
Pensions—Messrs. Tallmadge, Linn, Pren
A great number of petitions were present*
dence to occupy this condition of servile de triarchal slavery. They are entirely unknown
An Anti-Van Buren meeting was held at tiss and M’Kean.
pendence, is not less manifest.
It is marked either in a state of political slavery, or in that Nottingham, Burlington Co. New Jersey, on
District of Columbia—Messrs. Kent, Nau- ?d>!n<lZe(erred t0 committees. Mr. Fairfield of Maine presented a petition from 172
on the face, stamped on the skin, and evinced form, of domestic servitude which exists in all the7thinst. Gen. Wrm H. Harrison was dain, Southard and King of Ala.
by the intellectual inferiority, and natural im other communities.
nominated for -ithe Presidency, and Hon.
Revolutionary Claims—Messrs. White, ladies, praying for the abolition of slavery in
the District of Columbia ; at the same time
providence of his race. They have all the
In a word, our slaves are cheerful, content Samuel L. Southard for the Vice Presidency. Hubbard, Leigh and Shepley.
.qualities that fit them for slaves, and not one ed
1 and happy, much beyond the general con
Contingent Expenses of the Senate—Mes stating that he did not wish to be considered
as coinciding with the petitioners in their
.of those that would fit them to be freemen. dition
1
1400 firkins of butter, in one lot, from Or srs. Tomlinson and Brown.
of the human race, except where those
They are utterly unqualified not only for ra foreign intruders and fatal ministers ol mis ange County, N. Y. were sent to the New
Engrossed Bills—Messrs. Hill and Morris. views. He moved the reference of the peti
tional freedom, but for self government of *chief, the emancipationists, like their arch York market, last week, and sold for $28,The resolution from the House for the ap tion to the Committee on the District of Co
any kind. Thçy are in all respects, physical, ! ;prototype in the Garden of Eden, and actua 000.
lumbia. It was laid on the table. Mr. Fairpointment ofa Chaplain, was concurred in.
field offered a similar petition from one hun
.morafTUHLpolitieal, inferior to millions of the t_
v no less envy, have tempted them to
ted......by
Adj. to Monday.
dred and seventy-one of his constituents, and a
human race, who have for consecutive ages, aspire above the condition to which they have
What is the reason we hear so little of the
motion being made that it be laid on the ta
dragged out a wretched existence under a been assigned in the order of Providence,
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
temperance societies of late ?
Are people
ble, Mr. Slade moved that it be printed.—The
grinding political despotism, and who are) Nor can it be admitted, as some of our drinking water alone ? or are the temperance
MONDAY, DEC. 14.
question was divided, and the motion to lay on
.doomed to this ¡hopeless «condition by the statesmen have affirmed, in a mischievous
people taking bitters ?
Votes similar to those adopted by the Senthe table was decided in the affirmative, 180

QUESTIOnT^^

..... ï, lin....... iiiimiiMmifemn • Hheltexei^tion of which haff been so strongly eon- Hams street, as well as the' Exchange is in danger, awvay property daring the night of the fire, and
the
ensuing day nearly two
hundred
tl
_____________________
.... _____
_ more were
wind has somewhat subsided.
—
A
....................................................
fided in, that a large amount of goods was de- The
to 31.
Mr. Blade spoke at some length in
Il is impossible lo calculate the amount
arrested for having in their possession property,
MAÏI»
posited there for safety. Before these could be already sustained-—such goods as could be
which
Was
stolen
at
the
fire.
The
rooms of the
support pf the motion to print.
------------ ;
I removed, and the numerous tenants of that ediimmense
stocks ! police office are filled with articles of almost evved, are strewed in theMany
streets.
..........
Mr Vanderpool, to avoid a further discus
AB’FUL CALAMITY!---------------- fice could remove their private property, the fire of goods are consumed. It
is
believed
that
more
than
j
L .. ■ .... .- --• ¡uvimiilu
-maiiv e>ry
sion at that time, moved to lay the motion to
ery description,
description, wmen
which were
were taxen
taken rrom
from umes,
thieves,.
communicated to thé roof, and this soon falling ofd.eU± vZblea m t^cnv^^^Sir^ei
is probably
probably little
aiE already'^destroved. f -d
an4 the
the Va4ue
Value of
of which
which is
little less
less than.
than
with it lhe wal[ at the east end of the
print on the table, ahd it was decided in the UffpRECEDENTLD DESTRUC 1 IUJ\
T
j
,
1 'welve o’clock.-‘Vhe rear ofi the Exchange is now
now ! $10,00(F.
$1U,UUU.
affirmative, yeas 168, nays 50.
IJY FIRE
THE
. T.J IN
-------7 CITY OF
™ NEW YORK.
l10’
[building, beneath which several persons are
The Speaker presented a letter from Mr.
theN Y Com Advertiser of 17th inst.] ¡said to .have been buried alive. The splendid on fire. Which is extending into the Post Office. A] We have heard, as yet, but ofjone person actuauveru
,
Exchange> afler sending columns strong force of firemen is placed there, and hopes are ' afly being kilted, upon whose body the coroner
Crary, elected a Representative for Michigan, [From the N. I.
en'.enained that this building will be saved. 1 he
1,0 fire
hri* |1 ]e|d
11 an
- inquest.
*
New
York has been for. fifteen hours in flames i of flame to an immense height for..half an hour, entenained
transmitting liis credentials., Mr. Beardsley
_
is still extending lo South street—some of the vessels
...... |j The fire was riot effectually checked until
tian
- 8 a seat ■be assigned
igned to
umved that"
to Mr.
Mr. Crary,
Crary, [ They
They are
are not
not yet
yet extinguished.
eximgmsneu. A large section unlil it waS reduced to a body of fire, fell in with be-tw eeir Coffee House and Old Slips have taken fire. ■
! about three o’clock Thursday afternoon, it having
ofthe HoLea^.nau.roi
..... . «fl «/.a that tliA nldi»st and most Vt
One o'clock.—The Exchange still on file in thejuice
rear. (1 continued to bum up to that tifne from its coihrTbïected,
and
on
his
1
the
city,
is
in
ruins
;
and
wtieiner
|
of
Hamilton
in
the
ruins.
'
The
letters
have
been
removed
from
the
P°
st
Office.
..„..„„r,. hours) with the most
ill^be! mencement, (eighteen'
Courtesy.
Mr. Mei-cer
ble !I of
vet completely
laid on the.’ table,
of the
the Destroyer
Destroyer is
.s yet
completely arresieu,
a.re^
i , At the time the fire on Pearl street reached ■ There is now no knowing where the flames will
be ■
’ t e- ■ ...
motion the proposition was ldld
laid °on me temm,’, f..........
ann()t' teH gince ,hp
the eonfla.rratmn
contlagration of
of Moscow,
Moscow,
gqoar^ lhe ]arg0 space of ground was ,stopped-the hydrants are exhausted-the hose of ma-1 fierce and fatal rapidity,
The
which ever before oc
The most
most extensive
extensive Fire
r
and the House adjourned.
i n<> eil|3mit.y by fire, so extensive, and so
' filled with piece goods promiscuously piled to- ny
i of the. engines are frozen and useless, and the i
extending.
Never was a more awful sight curred in New York, was in Sept. 177G—when
•------_ has befallen any city in the world. The fire . jrether.and much of this property was of the flames
1
is now presented. The fire is yet extending west 492 buildings were destroyed—but the loss of
THURSDAY, DEG. 17.
| broke oul. ;n Merc.hant street, in the triangular | most valuable kind. So unexpectedly and rapid- .than
.in Pearl
street—and will probably extend to Old Slip, property was small compared with that in the re
Mr. Ovenon
"a
, ly did the flames extend on both sides of the and sweep off all the valuable buildings on the three
square, that an unsuccessful attempt was made squires bounded by Pearl, South, and Wall streets cent fire.
door keeper, and Mi. John d. nut
,
| was b!owir)uHiolïî the nortlovest, and the .weatbThe cargo of the Paris was in the store of Os
to remove it, for much of it was destroyed in and Old Slip. The buildings on lhe west side of Wall
borne & Young, which was entirely consumed.
“o““ motion of Mr. Beardsley, the House
the street, and the residue, though deposited at ■ street,between
,
the Exchange and Pearl street, are yet
: a still greater distance in stores and otherwise, | standing, some of them much, damaged in the rears.
Went into committee of the whole on the
[From the N. Y. Observer.]
[was shortly after consumed. Dr. Matthews s ! Nearly the whole block, bounded by Merchant street,
State of the Union, for the purpose of refer- j
; Church had been made a depository for goods in Exchange place, Williams street, and Pear! street, an
Hanover
Square, whose ¿nerchants were prin-'
immense pile of new and valuable warehouses, is now’
fing the several subjects treated of m the >
; the early part of the fire, which were of course I on
fire and many of them already reduced ip ashes. ees, is now more desolate than Tyre ; nota single
President’s Message. Mr. John Q. Adams in [
[ entirely consumed with the building, leaving The scene grons worse and worse—the Exchange, it one of its splendid establishments remains.
the chair, and the Tollowing subjects were
! nothing but the bare walla.
is said, cannot be saved. If this is destroyed, all Wall
i
With the Exchange the public has sustained street beiotV William street must share the same tale',
referred :
, .
It is believed a larger amount of property be
! a loss in thé fine arts which is greatly to be re- and expose to destruction the buildings east to an in longing to Salem has been destroyed by this fire,
So much as relates to the political relations
illnws
"in
afffi«'tted.
We
refer
to
the
statue
of
Hamilton,
ecalculable
extent.
of the United States with foreign nations, in
The stores of Howland & Aspinwall, Moses Taylor, , than by all the fires which have taken place in
----.i rected by the munificence of our Merchants dur
cluding the ascertainment of claims made tor | .........
fluence were bankrupts on awaking.
,
ent
in the eentre of the roturi- Smith & Town, Osborn & Young, and the whole on ! thetoion, since its settlement.
the apportionment of funds under the Con
Tbe fact of the power.essness of the 6^"’ da%f thJt building. That, which was designed South street. Front street, Water street, and Pearl St. I The valuable cargo of 1 eas (/UUU chests) land
vention With Spain-to the committee on from the almo’i. instantaneous” conge
---- , a <
| to remain for ages, is in eight months précipita- bet ween Coffee Hoqse and Old Slips are rapidly con- ' ed from the ship Paris, of Salem, was destroyed
------" :.... 1 tbat Jiteyfire will
will ■ in one of the stores. This property was owned
suming. Fears are now entertained
water, and the benumbing influence of the cold,
Foreign Relations.
¡|ed ji ted from its pedestal, and is mixed with the ru extend on
____Pearl
____street below .Old Slip.
’Flie.Gazette | by Jona. Neal & Sons, of Salem, and was insured
So much as relates to the commerce of the increased the consternation which prevai..^ ins of the ill fated structure it was erected to aoffice
and
many
of
the
merchants
are
clearing
out. .
amount of $250,000 in thirteen different
United Slates with foreign nations and their among the thousands of the agitated multitude ( dorn.
’I’t... Exchange,
j?.enul , cannot
he. saved, and
-.r ,
7
, ..
The
it is now said
cannot be
, ,
offices at New York.— Salem Register.
depeiidéncies-to the committee on Com-. who were witnesses of the calamity—many of
The mere amount of property wasted and des we are preparing' to move our publishing office from
them doomed to stand and see the destruction of troyed, not by the flames but in the contusion, the opposite side of the street.
The Boston Transcript of Saturday evening
mSoemuch as relates to the finances, to the their own fortunes without being able to lift a and hurry, and desperation of the time, is prob
Three o'clock.—The Exchange is in r^uins—it is re
Custody of public monies, to the office of finder for the rescue. To arrest the flames was ably equal to the entire loss at ordinary fires. ported that several persons have been killed, or severe says :—The loss sustained by the great fire is
ly’ wounded by the falling of one ot the walls. lhe not confuted to New York. The Insurance offi
commissioners of loans and banking fund,, at mice seen to be impossible, save by the blow ! It is lamentable to see the piles.of costly furni- fire has now extended mrlh from the Exchange to
ing up of ranges of buildings in advance of the
ces in State Street, Boston, lose from 100,000 to
and to the United States Bank, including the i fire, that its progress might thus be interrupted. I tore—rich mahogany tables with marble tops, Williams street, on both sides, and threatens toe ontinue $120,000 —The Manufacturers’ office loses $50,books and stock of that institution—to com-1 But the difficulty was to obtain powder—none of |j sideboards, sofas, &c. &c. broken and heaped up through to Broad street. The Garden street Church 000, the Franklin 20,000, Merchants’ 12,000, Na
I like worthless rubbish ; rich merchandizes,
n-iittee of Ways and Means.
[ consequence being allowed in the city. A suf- ,■ silks, satins, broadcloths, fine muslins, and every is reported to be on fire. The east side of Wall street tional 10,000—The Merrimack Manufacturing
is vet safe. ’I'he scene of desolation from Pearl street
So much as relates to Public Lands, to the ficient supply, therefore, could not be obtained jj species of fancy dry goods, (rampled under foot ; loathe East river is awful. A messenger has just been Company, Lowell, loses $25,000—the Hamilton
condition of the General Land Office, and to short of the Navy Yard-whence, also, the May- II packages half burnt-boxes of cutlery and hard despatched lo the Navy Yard.lfbr a supply of powder $15,000.'”
the improvement of the Land System—to or was obliged to send for astrong military force, ware burst open, and their contents scattered m to blow up bu ildings in order to stop lhe progress of the
to preserve"property from the swarms of rnfibers the mud —bottles of wine broken—and in short, flames. I’he wind continues high—and there is yet
The extensive warehouse of Arthur Tap
Committee on Public Lands.
So much as relates to the reports of the who are ever ready on such occasions. [What a thousands upon thousands, and tens of thousands no favorable prospect of any cessation of the flames
pan & Co. was destroyed, but a large portion
thev
have
now
reached
lhe
rear
of
Broad
street.
of dollars lying wasted around, in the form of
Secretary of War, &c. except what relates to commentary upon the depravity of man I]
The flames are yet extending down Williams street; of their stock, all their books, and most of
The following description of the extent of the ;i ruined merchandizes.
Indian Affairs—to committee on Military Aflhe buildings on that street and fronting Hanover their papers were saved.
conflagration in New York, is from the Evening | Carmen and porters were heaping goods upon square, inchtdiiig lhe Gazette office, are burnt down.
One firm which lost a valuable stock of
Îa*So much as relates to the Militia, Indian Edition of the Courier & Enquirer of Thursday: ! carts, barrows, in coaches and omnibuses ; the
I his is a terrible calamity to New York. It is be
goods was fully insured in Hartford.
Two
o'clock,
P
M
—
The
destruction
still
con

I
Battery
and
Bowling
Green
are
thickly
studded
lieved
that
more
than
two
hundred
valuable
stores
and
Tribes, Naval Affairs, Post Office, Judiciary
J. & A. Brown, importers of Irish linen, in
tinues, but we think will shortly cease.
j with piles of goods, some in boxes, others just as warehouses are destroved, with lhe principal part of
and District of Columbia, to the several ap f South street is burned down from Wall street [ they were snatched from the shelves 5 marines their contents. No estimate of lhe amount of damage Merchant street, lost $40,000. William Red
propriate committees.
utees.
J^o Coenties Slip. The vessels having hauled with fixed bayonets patrolling among them for can be made—some individual stocks ofgoods are esti mond, importer of linens and British dry
to the
So much as relates .....
— -amendment ot |, out q{. coenties Slip, it will probably stop here.
protection against marauders ; and all eyes fixed mated as high as two, three and four hundred thous goods, in Merchant street, $100,000. Hyslop
that part of the constitution, which relates to (
it street is burned down from Wall street' upon the volumes of dense black smoke, whirl and dollars. 'Fhe loss cannot fall much short of & Son, $40,000.
TWENTY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS—and mathe election of President atid Vice President to Cc nties Slip, and has there stopped.
ing away before the wind—flames darting and I ny are of opinion that it will exceed THlR'l Yr M1LMr. Stephen Whitney had just built 24
of the United States—to a select committee. JFW; Ler street is burned down from Wall street roaring from the roofs and windows of whole I LIONS !
stores at an expense of 10,000 dollars each—
and has w..~.
there
streets—walls tumbling to the ground, and the i Nearly the whole of Lord’s elegant row of stores tn all wei-e levelled with the ground, and no in
I J./y Aiuv.
— -stopped.
- - J- JThe House took up and adopted the reso to Oopllnties Slip,
lution offered on Wednesday by Mr. J. Q. /■ Pearl street is burned down from Wall street’ firemen worn oil with their exertions and al I Exchange place, and the Church opposite, are in ru-i surance.
and was there stopped by blowing most discouraged from farther efforts, vainly j ins—and lhe flames extending rapidly towards Broad j
to
Coenties,
Adams, directing the Sec. of War to report a
striving to make head against the flames, which ! street.
_
......
statement of names of all the pensioners for up a building.
i 'I’he Daily Advertiser, and the American, newspa- [ Wednesday and Thursday night, strong
Stone street
is burned
GlUIIU
- vi v
..... -- down from WiJUams [ seemed to mock all human skill and power.
services during the Revolutionary War, &c. street
tn No. 32, on the one side, and No. 39, ou1
Amidst this dreadful destruction, we are hap 1 per offices ar£* destroyed, with all the machine presses bodies of cavalry and volunteer infantry, were
! ofthe establishments.
patrolling the streets near the fire and preser
the other, where it will probably stop.
py to announce that the shipping have not sus
Five o’clock.—We go to press while the fire is still
FRIDAY DEC. 18.
Beaver street is burned down half way to tained any material injury.
A vast many of raging. It is said to have extended below Old slip on ved perfect order. Volunteer patroles were
Mr. Jackson of Mass, presented a petition i Broad street. The fire has stopped there.
them were lying at the docks between Murray s .Pearl street—and there is no calculating where its organized on Friday, to aid the civil authori-^
ties in protecting the immense amount of
■
of sundry citizens of the town ot Wrentham, ( Exchange place is burned down from Hanover wharf and Coenties slip, and at one time we ravages w ill ffe bounded.
Half past fve.— Vhe, flames are still progressing property that was exposed in the streets.
Mass, praying Congress to provide for the alp i street to within three doors of Broad street ; — had our fears tint the whole would have been
down Pearl street on lhe south side, and have envel
The passengers descending the Hudson,
olition of slavery within the District of Col -, here the flames were stoppod by blowing up a destroyed. The water was very low, and they oped all the buildings to and including lhe Pearl street
house..
I could not,
out, for
fin some
Oollic time, get
¿Ct away.
a-.v::y. The brig
saw the flames from the Highlands, 45 miles .
umbia, and moved its reference to a select | William street is burnt down from Wall^ st.to [ j
¡Powhatan was on fire, but it was soon extin- House, No. 88.
distant, and the light is said to have been dis
committee.
‘
. .
South street, both sides of the way. F
’
Market
l ujs|tlèd) and all, except one British brig in CoMr. Hammbnd moved that the petition be , House down.
The following particulars are from the New tinctly seen from New Haven.
'
. . !I enties slip, finally got into the stream, where
not received. A debate of three or four hours
Wall street is burned down on the south side, they are now at anchor.
York Star of Thursday evening.
from Williams street to Smith street, with the
The street in which the fire broke out is a nar
In one respect the disaster has befallen us at a
The great fire in London, in 1666, lasted
ensued.
. .
A motion to lay the petition on the table exception of 51, 53, 5o, ^57, .59,61? opposite this most fortunate period. It is the season of the row crooked street in the rear of lhe Exchange, four days, and consumed 400 streets, 13.20Q
formerly
called
Exchange
street,
and
was
alto

y e vr when the stocks of goods are reduced to
was moved and decided by the Speakei to office.
dwelling-houses, 89 churches, besides a great
by dry goods merchant^, auc- many other public buildings and splendid ed
All the streets and alleys within the above the minimum quantity ; and the autumnal sales gether
------ occupied
f
have precedence over the motion to reject.
fsL.
fr:.
The
weather
was
intensely
have this year been so great, that as a general [jtioneers, &c. Acc.
The question being taken, the motion to lay limits are destroyed.
ifices.
The whole loss was calculated at
i Seventeen blocks of buildings, of the largest
below zero—lhe wind
___ —
j cold
—the
the thermometer
thermo
on the table was rejected—yeas 95, nays 121. I and most costly description, are totally destroy- rule, very diminished stocks were on hand.
a gale, and the hydrants frozen, so that j 10,730,500 pounds sterling, or about 47 mil
A’civic patrol is organized, but it is all-impor- blowing
1 1 Mr. Hammond’s motion, that the petition ■ ed ; the large block between Wall street and tant that individual vigilance be unremitting, j all the efforts that could be made to arrest the lions of dollars. The loss of buildings, and
be rejected being then in order, the debate I Exchange place, bounded^on the W. by Broad
of the ravages, and number of the suf
'
This is not a time to suggest modes ot as-I progress of the dreadful element were in vain. extent
was resumed, and continued by Messrs. Hunt^ I street, that between Exchange place and Beaver sistance or relief to the hundreds who are ruined . The fire burned with such fierceness that in ferers, in this case, greatly exceeded the re
Glascock and Sutherland.
Mr. Sutherland, i street, fronting on Broad street, and that between by this tetriblp calamity, but something must be twenty minutes the whole block was in flames cent conflagration in New York; but the
streets,, also fronting on Broad, done. The government will no doubt see the which extended to Pearl street, burnt both sides, amount of property destroyed at the latter
without concluding, yielded the floor, and on [ Beaver
JJCU¥O1 and Mill
---- ---------motion of Mr. Everett the House adjourned j are greatly injured, and may almost be said to propriety and necessity of taking instant meas- then burnt through to Water street, Old Slip.
place, was immensely greater in proportion
One cause of the immense loss is that no one to the number of buildings burnt, than in the
destroyed, except the single range of ^
stores
to meet on Monday.
| be destroyed
olæs urses to relieve the merchants who have custom
__ 1 fronting
fronting
Broad onstreet.
Broad The
street.
number
Theofnumber
build of build house bonds arriving at maturity ; but what can < imagined as the fire progressed, step by step, but London conflagration—and some of the esti
_ __ ‘ on
ings it is impossible to ascertain« but it is esti be done ffirthe fire insurance companies, all of I that it would be speedily arrested. Hence, when
mates make the New York loss almost equal
mated between 700 and 1000. The amount
“m—f of which have doubtless lost all their capital, is [ it reached near Hanover square, it was thought
foreign news
_________________
5 = property
operiy destroyed
uestruycu is
1» incalculable.
luvaivuiu»»«.
more than we can conjecture. The consequen | it would not cross Old Slip ; but it swept with to that of London I—Salem Register.
r ind A-nr» Fncrland__The nacket ship
The following will be found a tolerable accu- ces must be dreadful. The prosperity ot this [ the fury of a hurricanb over that wide space and
pac^;
P rale statement of the number of houses and stores city has never been subjected to a shock so terri [soon levelled to a heap of ruins the immensely
Important lo the City,—Arrival of Nicholas
Ontario, from Loudon, ailived below f
l „/levelled with the ground ;-26 on Water
! valuable stores between that and Coenties Slip Biddle.—We leant that Nicholas Biddle, Esq.
York, on Tuesday night
f street, 79 on Pearl street^ 37 on South st., 76 on ble.
During the night all descriptions of carriages ! on Front and South streets, many of which, in- the enlightened and liberal President of the
don papers to Oct. 31. The New Yoik Dai Water st, gq ()n pront st-) ](jOn Hanover st., 62 were in the immediate vicinity of the fire, either ! eluding the cellars, were filled with teas and
]y Advertiser gives some brier extracts, which j
Exchange place, 31 on Exchange street, 44 wailing to remove books, driving away with brandies, &c. Consequently when the owners U. S. Bank, has arrived in town for the pur| pose of extending all the relief which that in
however contain very little news. Accounts on williams st.’, 33 on Old Slip, 16 on Coenties merchandize, or in attendance upon those who and tenants began to remove the same at three [
stitution can afford. On the first account of
from Madrid to the 23d, were favorable for slipj 60 on stone st., 3 on Hanover square, 23 on were watching
progress
e____of the flames. _or ^our o’clock this morning, it was too late ! and
................. the
___ rthe success of Mendizabal’s ministry.— I Beaver street, 20 on Gouverneur’s lane, 80 °n
Pearl street, from Hanover square to Broad they had the melancholy scene to be the specta- the conflagration reaching Philadelphia, Mr.
Biddle convened the Directors, who all
Troops were marching from Madrid and [Jones’ lane, 20 op Cuyler s alley, 38 on Mill bUUCl,
street, was
made Ua uup'jvn
depository
goods /; j tors ot their own ruin.
WOO Ifjauo
uu-t J tor piece
---- t---It is impossible to tell what quantity of goods came promptly to this generous decision. If
and piles, valued perhaps at half a million, were
from the Provinces'to the north, to join lhe 1 street—Total, 674
..ot.ixr iio-Minst Don Carlos.
The1 Six hundred and seventy-four tenements. By burnt.
in bond are destroyed. Every item of property the U. S. Government is generous enough to
nSterlad recommended the appiintrr^
Old slip was also filled with every species of between Coenties and Old Slip is destroyed ; loan to the Corporatifin, or to the Insurance
even the piers on South street were on fire at Companies, their seven millions of ü. S.
valuable property which was destroyed.
:e7to“^
! Son ofet(heWGlobee "flow81
A large number of the militia are ordered out ' II o’clock this morning.
Bank stock, we are assured that the United
to protect property through the night—we have j The docks, many of them are strewed with States Bank will add three millions more on
and her former colonies.
1 ioss suslained ’ or the fearful consequences to not been able to ascertain how many, but we un- 1 casks, bales of dry goods, &c. as if there had
commercial security, for as long a periodas
--------.
I the general prosperity 1
derstand that the order embraces several regi been a shipwreck.
\
the charter will permit.
Mr. Biddle is at - „
Latest from New Grenada.—By the Alon-; of the Merchant’s Exchange nothing but its ments.
It is computed that a quarter of a mile square
Bunker’s Hotel, and will meet the various
tilla we have Bogota papers to the 11th Oc- marble walls remain standing,
The Post Office in which every thing was sa of brick and morter in the first ward, is entirely
committees of bankers, merchants and suf
tober
Webelievetheprogressofthedestructiveel- ved, has been removed to the Custom House. levelled to the ground.
4 dpci-pp of the President dated Oct. 1st, | ement is now nearly stayed.
'
‘ , No mails have been delivered as yet today, bull At 7, P. M. yesterday, the thermometer had ferers to-day. With this aid in one year lhe
" I
t! o Cnngfp^s General for the 1st
A detachment of Marines from the Navy Yard we are lo have a delivery this afternoon.
J sunk to below zero and so continued the whole city can be rebuilt.—N. Y. Sun.
convokes the Congr^S
u Reynolds, end of sailors under Captain
Postscript—Oite o'clock, P. M.— f’he fire! night, and was at zero this morning at 7 o’clock.
March next. The election ot memoeis
nrrivpd
nn
th
e
snot
at
tw.o
| M ix of the Navy, arrived on the spot, at tw,o has been mastered, and we rejoice to learn, did j In fact a great part of this desolating and truly
Messrs. Tappan & Co. will lose compara
proceeding quietly.
’1 o’clock in the morning.. They rendered most
They were in
The population of New Grenada, accord-1; valuable service. The gunpowder brought from not cross Coenties Slip nor advance any farther awful scene, is to be imputed lo the intense de tively nothing by the fire.
gree of cold, by which lhe flames burnt with sured in Boston sufficient to covertheir loss.ing to a census just taken, is 1,687,109.
In- j the Magazine at Red Hook was partly under south upon Pearl street.
We are gratified that we are enabled to state greater violence, and every one was in a meas
crease in 10 years, 458,850.
1I UJOU
their charge.
■.
that the banks, with one accord, are acting in ure incapacitated from rendering that assistance The reason why they insured their property
President Santander had returned from [ As we cannot state the loss of life
this emergency upon a scale of the most exten that he otherwise could have given. Many out of the city, was because the insurance
his excursion through the country, and in the j' ion, we abstain from giving surmises. The cold ded liberality. Today, the officers have
taken groups of poor women and children, residing in companies demanded an extra premiurh, in.
Government Gazette of 13th September exr ‘[ during the whole time was excessive, the ther- the responsibility,” in all necessary cases, of the vicinity of Broad and Beaver streets, and al consequence of the excitement against them,
doing as they would be done by.” A meeting most without clothing, except the blankets in as abolitionists.—JV. Y. Sun.
pressed his lively satisfaction for the patriot-.,, mometer at zero. How much this paralyzed thé
ic spirit every where manifested, the aid af exertions of the Firemen may be easily conceiv of bank directors, is to be held tomorrow for far which they were wrapped, were seen shivering
A New York paper of Saturday states that
ed.
We
saw
one
sink
under
its
effects
and
who
near the heaps of furniture every where strewed
forded to the government in the cause of
ther consultation.
the property of Arthur Tappan & Co. was
was with much difficulty resuscitated.
in such masses through these streets.
public education, and the zeal and interest
The citizens are called together at 4 o’clock
rescued mainly by the blacks, who rushed in
All business is nearly suspended.
|Froffi the Mercantile Advertiser.]
evinced in favor of constitutional order..
this <11
afternoon,
atb L11C
the City
Hall, to
LILIS.
lol IJUUU ) U
I
llUlij
LCF organize into
The sun as it broke dimly through the lurid to the store after it was hot as an oven. By
D
estructive Conflagration 1—Millions of
The Government Gazette contains a letter patrols for the protection of property, on which prop^rtij destroyed / .'—A little:before 9 o’clock, last clouds of black smoke, which hung like a funer- this means more than 100,000 dollars worth
it
J L,
r\ t «r
rx »1 rl 1 ‘1 Tl
i’O. t fl I* V
1•
P _ I
d
_a
zl
♦ Ln
addressed
by the NT
New
Grenadian
Secretary
l ■ t •¡s ’ disgraceful
to 1.human __nature
to ..zl
add,
the evening, a fire broke out in .the store of Comstock & sal pall overall the lower part of the city, seemed, of goods were removed to a place of safety,
of State
Slate to Martinez de la Rosa, then PrirrieJ
Prime [ greatest= depredations were committed in the Andrews, in Merchant street, which threatened exten by its blood red glare, to betoken some porten
and were placed in the store No. 25, Beaver
Minister of Spain, together with the reply of i rnidst of the awful calamity.
sive destruction. The street is narrow, and buih on tous and dreadful event. Many were sensibly
street, which Mr. Tappan now occupies. It
Gen. klava,
Alava, Spanish"
Spanish Minister in London.
Those acquainted without city will at once both sides with high stores, principally occupied by struck with this phenomenon, which added to the
is said that it was with difficulty that the ne
The
reply
to an acknowledg- perceive-that nearly the entire seat of its great- drv goods jobbers and importers. 1 he wind, blowing desolating scene of horror, shooting flames,
\
no rv
• y is favorable
____ '
a gale at N. W. the thermometer al or below zero,
merit*
ment of South American independence.
est commercial transactions has been destroyed. the hydrants mostly frozen, and the engines almost un-. crumbling walls, crushing timbers, impenetrable groes were restrained from rushing in after
Accounts from the Republic of Ecuador It is not probable that the destruction of any giv- fit for service, in consequence of the freezing of tije. clouds of smoke, which rendered almost totally the flames had communicated to the upper
atatP that the Commandant Alegria, who en section, of any other city in the world, of e- hose from their exposure the preceding night,, great impassable the entire quarter where the confla stories.
extent, would have involved a greater des fears of extensive damage were expressed at lhe com, gration was burning, presented an assemblage
headed one of the guerrillas of the Province (qual
r
Only three of the Fire Insurance Compa
truction of capital or ruined the fortunes of a mencement of lhe fire, and these fekrs have been more of heart-rending objects which, even to the
of Manabi, had been arrested, and that the •
greater number of men. The destruction of than realized.—Never has such a conflagration been most indifferent spectator, was sickening and nies will be able to pay anywhere near tbeagovernment had given orders that he should
goods, ofievery description that can be enumer witnessed in this city. The amount of property des agonizing to behold.
mount insured. These are the Greenwich,
be immediately shot. There were still 200 iated, has been immense ; and what yet farther troyed must be many millions-of dollo-r$.
A man was caught in the act of setting fire to North River, and Bowery Companies, the
In lhe course of twenty minutes from the commence
men in a hostile attitude in Esmeraldas, un magnifies the calamity is the fact, that the por
the house at the corner. of Stone and Broad
der command of Colonel Elizalde.
It was tion of the city thus destroyed, is one which has ment of lhe fire, not only’the building in which, it o- streets. It is scarcely possible to . conceive, that latter of which loses only 4000 dollars. The
riginated, but the whole on both sides of the street to
directors of the Equitable Insurance Compa
said at Quito that very severe orders had been almost entirely rebuilt within the last five Pearl street were in a blaze. Never was a more rpp- there cduld.exist such a.fiend as this in human
ny however, give notice that they have strong
been issued against them, giving no quarter, or six years, and was covered on every hand id extension of the flames.—The stores on Pearl street, shape, without supposing him to be either a ma reasons to believe that they will be enabled
with
the most noble ’and substantial ranges of and on each side of Merchant street, were soon envel niac or drunk with, liquor. It would seem, how
&c.
,
oped m the devouring element. Soon the flames ex ever, to have been done .in a diabolical design, to pay all claims in ftdl. But even in pay
The Convention of Ecuador had approved mercantile edifices perhaps in the world.
Before the gunpowder was used in blowing tended across to the south side of Pearl street, and at when it is considered that the’ fearful apprehen ing their policies to the extent of their res
the Treaty with New Grenada in all its parts.
this time, 11 o’clock, have destroyed nearly lhe whole
President Rocafuerie had proceeded to Ain- up houses there were many loud reports, from block, on that side of lhe street, from and including lhe sions of the whole of that part of the city were pective capitals, great embarrassments, if not'
occasional explosions of powder and casks of
directed to this point, least the fire would cross positive distress, must ensue, in calling in thi>
bato, where the Convention was held, to take
spirits. During the whole night the scene was store/of Arthur Tappan & Co. lo Wall street. Thence
bonds and mortgages upon which their funds
the oaths of office, and was to return to Quito one of awful terror, and indescribable grandeur. they have already extended lo W ater street, increas it and reach the Battery.
Awful as the loss is, we must not suppose that have been loaned.
on the 13th of August. As late as the 11th The drought of the season had contributed to ing in strength and violence, and now threaten the des
Among the ruins of the Exchange, an iron?
truction of all the property on Water, Front, and South the business operations ofthe whole city are ru
of August the new Constitution had not the combustibility of the matter, and the rapid streets, from Pear l street ¡to the river, and from the ined. On the contrary, deeply as the losses may
safe had been dug out containing $23,000 in'
been published at Quito.—N. Y. Jour. Com. ity with which house after house, and range af west side of Wall, street nearly tWOld Slip. Some be, we shall, with lhe blessing of God, be able to
bills—all secure.
ter range, were wrapped in flames, was truly as vessels in Coffee House slip are already on fire—the get on and sustain, our credit.
tonishing.
The
wind
being
high,
large
flakes
night
is
intensely
cold
—
and
the
scene
of
destruction
is
A laborer of the name of John L. Orr,
The Merrimack Manufacturing Company,,
of fire were borne whirling aloft through the most sublime and awful! It is just reported that the
about 54 years of age, was found Tuesday
[From the N. Y. Jour, of Commerce.]
at Lowell, loses, by the New York fire, $25,dark vault of heaven with fearful splendour. stores in Exchange place, in the rear of the Exchange,
morning last, in Townsend, frozen to death, From the direction of the wind—to which, under have taken fire. There is no<v a loud explosion of
Plundering at the ^irc.—As usual, those mis 000, Hamilton $15,000, Salisbury $65,000,
within ,a few rods of his home.
Providence, the salvation of perhaps the whole powder or the bursting of casks of spirituous liquors in creants who always avail themselves of such op Appleton $15,000, York (Maine) $7,000.
city is owing—the city of Brooklyn was consid a store in Water or Front street. The engines can do portunities to plunder their neighbors, did not
neglect the present occasion to do so. The ex
A boy coasting down hill in Chelsea, coast ered in danger ; and the flakes of fire were borne nothing to stop lhe progress of the flames.
Halfpast 11.—The flames are now raging in every
Five of the Philadelphia fire Gömpanies
ed into a well 32 feet deep, with 12 feet of along in quantities beyond Flatbush.
direction from the place where they originated. All tent of their depredations, and the number of arrived in New York on Saturday to relieve
robbers
who
committed
them,
was
commensurate
water. He was taken out without injury,ex
The buildings on Exchange place having be the buildings in Exchange street, below the Exchange,
their worn
brethren. 1000 volunteered
-----out
i-----------------------------------destroyed—three or tour
four oune
of the ouuuuigs
buildings in
Exm m
*- with that of the conflagration itself. More than ;----claiming, “ By George I how plaguey near I come involved in the conflagration, the flames ;■' are aestroyea-i-tnree
communicated to the Merchant’s Exchange itself,! change place, are on fire and the whole block to Wil- ninety robbers were taken in the act of carrying 1 to go, but cotild not obtain conveyances.
tome to losing my cap.”
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The East Boston Company kept their ferry '
open during the recent exiraordinary “cold i
PROBATE NOTICE
received information of the snap, by running one of their steamboats all !
.___ _____ _
night,. On Thursday morning there was a:
solid field of ice on each side of the opening, .dt a Court of Probate holden at North Berwick,
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
but the boats made their regular trips. The
Monday in December, in the year of our Lord
ice below the ferry floated to sea with the ebb
eighteen hundred and thirty five, by the
tide, and the harbor has since been kept open.
n actuHonourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
uroner
of said Court:
Robert P. Marr, the agent for the claimants
N the petition of Joshua E.-Treadwell,
I until
------- ------------of
the
Marr
estate,
sailed
for
Liverpool
on
ir Vice Presidents and two Secretaries. It!I consist of 22 whigs and 18 Jacksonmen and.
a person interested in the estate of
having
From New York.—'Yhe United States Bank ! Wednesday.
lS voted on the 16th, after a long debate on !
anti-masons.
David Smith, late of Kennebunk, in said
is com*
is to make a loan to the Insurance Compa
r > question, to be inexpedient to send delecounty, esquire, deceased, praying that ad
a most
Temperance Meeting^.
| The Theatre in Portland has been purchas- nies of New York of $2,000,000, on a trans1
|fer of mortgages held by the companies.—
h es to a national convention, 98 to 36.
The annual meeting of the Kennebunk ministration of the estate of said deceased
fore oc*
! ed by several gentlemen belonging to thè ! This will remove the inconvenience which port Temperance Society, will be bohlen on may be granted to said petitioner :
I ose who voted in the negative did not wish
—when
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
| would be occasioned by calling in the mort- ; Friday evening, Jan. 1st, 1836, at half past 6
loss of
i State Convention to vote for a candidate Calvinistic Baptist Society in that city, who
1 gages, for the purpose of meeting the losses, o’clock, at the Wesleyan Hall. An address tice' thereof to all persons interested in said es
intend
to
convert
it
into
a
meeting-house.
the rei the Presidency, but to choose delegates to
j The Secretary of the Treasury has directed ! may be expected from the Rev. Mr. Wells tate, by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
(National Convention and form an Electoral : The building was purchased for $5000.
! the Attorney of the United States to suspend : of Kennebunk,
i of Ori proceedings on bonds which may remain un-1 After the address the officers of the Socie- Kennebu.uk, in said county, three weeks suc
ket pledged to support the nominations
timed.
Th’e dwelling-house, shop and barn of a ; paid at New York, in consequence of the de-' ty wi|l be chosen & other business transacted. cessively, that they may appear at a Pro
Ifde by it, and contended that the Convenbate Court to be holden ' at Alfred, in said
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 24, 1835.
i
Mr.
How, in Framingham, Mass, were de- ' rangemeut of affairs occasioned by the fire.,
|n was called for these objects by the State
county, on the first Monday in January next,
!
It
is
stated
that
of
twehiy-five
Insurance
j
! stroyed by fire on Saturday night last. One
re prin. inmittee and for no other. After the vote
! Companies at New York, with an aggregate ! Notice.—The York County Temperance at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
a single,
' bed and a small box containing some money capital of $8,950,000, eleven will be able to | Society will hold its Annual Meeting at Rev. shew cause, if any they have, why the
' J been declared, a Protest against the pro
s.
were th« only articles saved.
Mr. Fisk’s Meeting house, in Alfred, on the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
pay all their losses.
'l edings of the Convention was presented,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
It is estimated that nearly three thousand i first Tuesday in January next, at 10 o’clock,
erty be*
dl true, copy,—Attest,
í( ned by ten Delegates, (among them Mr.
A full attendance is desired. The
A schooner came on shore at Truro, Mass, persons are thrown out of employ in conse- | A. M.
this fire,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
i uiiy, President,) in which they requested on Wednesday, 16th inst. It is supposed all quence of the late fire, including clerks, por- j officers of town societies are requested to be
Dec. 19.
“
place in
prepared
to
show
the
state
of
temperance
in
ters,
cartmen,
&c.
Preparations
are
already
■
e ve to withdraw.—Joseph Lawrence was on board perished. Three bodies have been i
their
respective
towns.
making
for
rebuilding.
This
will
create
a
'
its) landj pointed President in place of Mr. Denny. picked up on the beach.
CALVIN R. HUBBARD, Secretary.
great demand for the labor of mechanics and t
estroyed
L Convention, on the 17th, proceeded to
Dec. 23, 1835.
laborers.—Boston Patriot of Thursday.
s owned
E the subscribers having been appoint
The town of Haverhill, Mass. voted in 1652,
¡¡lot ’for candidates for President and Vice
s insured
ed by the Hon. Wm. A. Hayes,
Stage Accident.—We understand that on
Kemaebimk Lycenm.
different
i esident. For the former office, Gen. Wil- that one Abraham Tyler should blow his
Judge of Probate Within and for the county
The annual meeting of the members of the
|am H. Harrison of Ohio received 89 votes, horn, on the Lord’s day, half an hour before Tuesday morning, at about 7 o’clock, the ac
r of York, Commissioners to receive and exr
commodation stage, in passing from Alfred | “ Kennebunk Lyceum,” for the choice of;i amine the claims of the sevei’al creditors to
hniel Webster 29 votes, Francis Granger 3. meeting began, and also on Lecture days, for to Dover, was upset
r evening
about,
three
miles
before
and
the
transaction
other
-’j- —
------------- -----i;■ officers
'•
---------- ------- - ----- of
• any
"J
‘ busiGranger^of N.; one peck of Indian Corn from each family
1 the estate of
eat fire is
( For Vice President, Francis I
reaching South Berwick Village. The night | ness that may come before them, will be held i
"
OLIVER HODSDON,
i
... r..
. »i
I»»
nr
i n/l
oand
nrl
t the
l i /i j at # J.I\
I- I
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li z> z!
zmiz-L. »»
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v. » .
ance offi.
previous
was
exceedingly
windy,
the
Bookstore,
on
evening,
:
received 102 votes; Wm. A. Palmer of, per year.
late of Kennebunk-port, in said ,county, de
10,000 to
road rendered almost impassable in several January 6, 1836, at half past 6 o’clock.
R 7 ; Wm. Slade of Vt. 5 ; Hugh L. White
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give
jses $50,$1000 was recently contributed by a fanner places in consequence of high snow hanks. (
D. REMICH, Secretary.
notice, that six months are allowed to said
,000, Na> Tennessee 5.
Kennebunk, Dec. 26, 1835.
of Leicester, Mass, for the use of the Divinity There were twelve or thirteen passengers
ifactnring
dreditors to bring in and prove their claims^
travelling
in
the
stage,
three
of
whom
were
t
Hamilton \'The Whig State Convention was held at the 1 School, at Cambridge,
j and that we shall attend to that service at the
ladies—two from Boston and one from RoxHYMENEAL.
| Compting Room of Eliphalet Perkins,
mie place and on the same day. 80 delegates j
---------■
■ ‘
Thomas Atkinson >
An adjourned session of the Executive btiry, Mass.
: Esq. in said Kennebunk-port, on the third
. swered to their names.
The gentlemen got out of the stage a few
MARRIED—In this town, on Sunday morn ' Saturday of January and June next, at two of
mr Tap¡[is appointed President. The other officers Council of this State will be held, in Augusta, moments previous to the accident.
The; ing,
i
13th inst., by Röv. Mr. Tripp, Mr. Jonas
the clock in the afternoon.
e portion
llosen were 6 Vice Presidents and 4 Sec- on the 29th inst.
weather was so extremely severe, and the T
' aylor, to Miss Eliza Cleaves, both of this
JOHN LORD,
? Commisd most of
town.
walking
so
bad,
that
it
was
deemed
most
j
,;Lries.—The Convention, on Friday, 18th
ORLANDO PERKINS, $ sioners.
In Kennebunk-port, on Tuesday morning, at
Supreme Court.—The trial of Simeon L. prudent for the ladies to remain in the
Kennebunk-port, December 15, 1835.
ì stock of
concurred in the nominations made by Crocket, charged with setting fire to the sleigh. The drift where the stage upset, ,Mr. William Jeffords’, by Rev. Levi Smith, Mr.
tte anti-masonic Convention the day prece- dwelling house in South street place, termin was not very high, but the crust was hard | Thomas Nowell of Bangor, to Miss Sarah
Ann Jefeerds of Kennebunk-port.
qpHE AMERICAN ALMANAC for 1836;
i linen, in
ated yesterday. Judge Shaw concluded his and the runners on the lower side cut! In Kennebunk-port, on Sunday last, by Daniel i iThe Year Book, an astronomical and
li am Redcharge to the jury about 6 o’clock, who re- through the snow, in consequence of which j Hill, Esq., Mr1. Stephen W. Hill, to Miss Eliza
philosophical
annual for 1836 ;
ritish dry
'¡¡The Legislature of Ohio is now in session. i turned at 8 o’clock with a verdict of guilty. the sleigh was pitched over in a moment. - T. Green, both of Kennebunk-port.
The Gift, for 1836 ;
. Hyslop 'In. Lucas, in his address at the opening of the i Upon hearing the verdict, the prisoner hnrue- The lady from Roxbury was sitting alone on |
In York, 29th ult. Mr. William Woodward, to
The Pearl, for 1836 ;
jilsion, states that returns have been received ! diately burst into tears. Counsel for the de- the middle seat, and struck her forehead a- Miss Lucy Langton.
Handel & Haydn Society’s Collection ;
built 24
In
Boston,
20th,
Mr.
James
S.
Sweet,
to
Miss
fendant, Messrs. Winthrop and Blake.
gainst the upper woodwork of the sleigh.
National Church Harmony ;
rs each— rpm 55 counties, of the number ofideots, luMartha
H
Lord
of
Portland.
Briggs’ Bulletin.
The wound thus received upon the forehead,
For sale by
D. REMICH.
tnd no inIn Lynn, Mr. Daniel Fuller, to Miss Hannah
(jticsand blind persons in each,—(in answer
extended along both temples, and termina
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1835.
[The trial of Stephen H. Russell, on the
ted a little above and behind the ears—and Rich, after a courtship of about 30 years.
« enquiries that had been proposed to the
charge of arson (as an accomplice with Crock measured fifteen inches in extent. The
ht, strong ibunty Auditors by the Executive,)—which
THE NEW YORK LADY’S
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et,) came on before the S. J. Court, sitting at scalp on the sides and top of the head was
ike
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result,
viz
In
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coun

intry, were
COMPANION.
almost entirely separated from the skull. The
'
Boston,
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the
18th.
The
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York,
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Mr.
J
eremiah
nd preser- is, 280 male and 228 female ideots ; 128
other
two
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not
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The
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,
aged
63
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—
for
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years
Crier
of
Jury on Monday last, who returned a
—DEVOTED TO—
•oles were Ide and 78 female lunatics ; 114 males and 'the
|
poor sufferer was immediately taken to the the Courts for York County. .
Original and select tales, sketches, stories,
il authorij verdict of Guilty, accompanied with a rec- house of a hospitable family near by, and Dr.
In
Lebanon,
5th
inst.
Mr.
George
Fall,
aged
arts, sciences, amusements^ fashions and
a mount of 1 females blind. Twenty counties are not ¡ommendation of mercy.]
Durkee of this town, who happened to be 82 years—a patriot of the revolution.
every description of Polite Literature.
(¡ported. It is probable these counties con-1
t reels.
one of
ami i| in
In Liiningiou,
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e Hudson,
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judgment, from
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celebra■s, 45 miles ijitunate persons and would increase the ag- j of the^blacks, to rescue the valuable stock of■i of South-Berwick, who now has the careof
in
Lona, aged 76
/t> years.
nuui the nivci
CiculoIn Kittery, ¡vir.
Mr. Joiin
John Todd,
In Allenstown, N. H. 28th ulL Mrs. Ruth Bai-J ted and distinguished English, French and
e been dislegate number in the State at least one [ Arthur Tappan, from the conflagraiion at;! the patient : and her friends may be assured ley,
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wife ofI* Mr.
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Bailey, aged 66years.
German
Periodicals,
on £»a plan tthat
will be atf
every
thing
will be done for her
I ”.i
a i....„o nn<t »Aiwoniont lunatic A-NewYork.it is supposed that much of it; j that
-----------------c rpossible
.
In Woburn, 8th inst., Mrs. Davis, 85. She once Agreeable, entertaining and interesting,
31
k
'
,
i hi
♦ i must have been lost, had not Mr. Tappan,, comfort and restoration.. She had . her
. sen- dropped down and died instantly, while retiring ' ant| at such a low price, that it can be ob666, lasted iriuin issoon to be erectedon an eligible site, jwherih.g
rty was threatened by the ' ses, but complained much of pam in the
to bed; and on the 11th inst. Nathaniel Davis, i tajnej By every class of readers. This pubets, 13,20(1 insistingof 30 acres of land,near Columbus. I rnobs of July, 1834, placed on his store, which i head.
She is alfout twenty-two years of her husband, 76, a revolutionary soldier and pen-1 |ic(ltjon -win be of that nMure which win e|).
des a great
was of stone, window shutters constructed of ■ age—was married about lour weeks since, smner-a respectable yeoman and
honest,
,
)
h , h
plendid ed* ’! Pennsylvania.—Gov. Ritner of Pennsyl.
, ..
. , J ... ,
.
u
I ................
boiler •iron.. In consequence of having j anti was returning to Roxbury in company man. On 19th April, 177d, he resided in Concord,
Mass
with
his
parond,
and
though
a
boy
!™unity,
and
all
articles
will
be
of a moral,
dculated at ania delivered his inaugural address and en-; these shutters the building withstood the with her husband, from a journey to her pa
and
forbidden
by
them,
he
stole
away,
with
an
I
phasing
and
instiuctrve
nature.
lout 47 mil; ,red upon the.discharge of the duties of
'[
hour wllile al1 Was a rents, in Peru, Maine.
All the passengers manifested the utmost old gun. and opposed the British at the North j It w’dl be issued on the 15th of every
ildings, and
T’s. stock was first removed to a store sympathy and kindness for the young couple Bridge, and followed them towards Cambridge, ■ month, stitched on a colored cover, printed
■ of the s.iif- tpw office, on the 15th inst. 1 he Addtess is ■
and afterwards served several terms in the artil- ' on good paper, with new and handsome type,
;ded the n- Jsensibje. document, and possesses one excel-1 jn ^Vater street. The fire afterwards reached who were so suddenly and severely afflicted.
lery in the revolutionary war. Also, 13th inst. I and contain from forty to fifty large octavo
No blame is to be attached' to the young Mr. Elijah Leatbe,80. He fell dead in his i
;; but the (jnce—(brevity)—rarely met with in official ; this—but bis goods were a second time safely
pages, which form at the qlose of the year
man who had charge of the horses at the house. He was a highly respectable farmer,
t the latter
removed.—Newburyport Herald.
1
time of the above accident.
He expressed and worthy citizen ; a revolutionary soldier and | two uncommon large volumes for the small
proportion mcuments now-a-days.
ai UJC much regret at what had happened, and con- pensioner. He was in the battles at Bunker’s sum of THREE dollars pér annum, payable
than in the
The New York Sun says the scene at the
in advance ; the last number of each volume
out of tributed liberally, in common with the trav- Hill and Bemis’ Heights, and at the surrender of
of the esti- I| Thomas Davee has been elected represent
Police Office, since the first breaking <
will be accompanied by a beautiful engraved
ihtive
to
the
Legislature
of
this
State,
from
!
!
Burgoyne.
Over
50
years
ago,
he
was
about
,|
lt
a
y
ellers,
in
making
up
a
pursp
for
the
benefit
il most equal
the devastating element which wrong!
title page and index. The work will be oc
j
the
first
who
carried
shoes,
in
saddle
bags,
to
jhe district of Monson, Abbot, &c. in Somer-1
iter.
casionally embellished with splendid draw
this ruin, j_____
.
.
'
market
in
Boston,
there
being
then
no
shoe
we
karn
by
Since the above was in type,
learn
;
let County.
It will be recollected that Mr. | heart-rending. In some cases an armful of
He peddled them out from a bench, ! ings and engravings.
Berwick stage driver, that the unibrtu- . stores.
of Nicholas ' ). was a member of the House last year - merino shawls or goods of a similar character, Ithe
The advantages arising from the above
.....
i
tn ciirvivn I north side Faneuil Hall,
where
gentlemen and la—ud
«. Ly.
Biddle, Esq. iLas elected Speaker—appointed Sheriff of which the owner was enabled to identify a- I ?ate
publication will be easily conceived,—con
||
I
We
regret
that
we
are
ident of the
mong those taken from the thieves, was al.
taining by far a greater quantity of matter
for the. pur- Somerset County during the session—ac that remained to him of a stock worth lens, 1 name.—Portsmouth Journal.
than could in any other way be brought to
SHIP
NEWS,
His perhaps hundreds of thousands,
hich that in- cepted the office and resigned his seat.
gether in one form and in a regular and
»cvwJ
The New York Conflagration.—We are
KENNEBUNK, DEC. 26, 1835.
t account of fiews of “ matters and things” appear to
The squalid misery of the greater part of
standard manner, which is far preferable to
possession,! happy to learn from the Commercial Advertiidelphia, Mr.
keeping Scrap Books and Albums, or preser
ARRIVED.
Ewe altered somewhat within the last twelve those taken with the goods in their p - ....... :"“ 1 ser of
_ p Saturday
.......that evening,
n
nr
that a degree of
irs, who all
ving every piece that is interesting to the
the lies and prevarications to which they re
Dec. 22—Schs. Grape, Ward, Boston.
cheerfulness
and
buoyancy
of
hope
is
preonths.
decision. If
reader ; whereas in the proposed publication,
sorted to induce the magistrates not to com
Moro, Emery, do.
, their
vailing in New York which augurs auspicius enough toall can be preserved alike and in a suitable
Gojden Grove, Wildes, do.
‘ screechings and ously.
Distressing.—We learn from the Great mit them to prison,
& The example of some of the large
ie Insurance'
United States, Huff, do.
style for binding ; and thus not only do credit
wailings when they found they must relin
alls Journal, that on the 12th inst. a son of
houses, of promptly offering to cash their
to the library of the Philosopher, but add
ms of U. S.
quish the splendid prizes they had made du
sailed.
the United Mr. Moses R. Wentworth of Somersworth, ring the raging of the fire, and the numbers own notes, argues strong confidence and the
greatly to the knowledge and amusement of
Dec. 22—Sch. Alpha, Perkins, Boston.
best spirit. The example was set by Messrs.
every branch of the present generation.
ms more on ias so shockingly burnt, as to cause his in which they were brought up by the police j
MEMORANDA.
Howland
&
Aspinwall,
who
have
a
large
aA publieation on this plan has never been
• a period as- death in 19 hours. The child was left alone and the military, exceeded any thing of a sim
Ar. at Charleston, 6th, ship Marion, Davis,
mount
of
long
paper
in
the
hands,
probably,
attempted in New York, although many of a
Biddle is at-. | few momepts, ventured too near the fire, ilar kind on record. For the last three nights
Portsmouth, 22.
•of
many
of
the
sufferers.
Cashing
these
and days, every place capable of detention
the various
Ar. at Savannah, 11th, ship Marion, Davis, Similar nature have been long established in
iis clothes, which were cotton, caught, and
has been crammed with these miserable ob notes, therefore, at the rate of simple bank , from Charleston.
our sister cities with great success ; the pub
nts and sufdiscount will afford great relief.
S. V. S. ii At Gloucester, 20th, brig Herschell, White, lisher therefore begs leave to assure the pub
one year the when the mother hastened into the room, jects. Hundreds were discharged without
Wilder, Esq. has likewise given public no hence, for St. Jago.
lic, that his arrangements are such that he
rarawn bv his screams, he was standing “en detention or other punishment than merely tice that he will cash all his acceptances,.
Ar. at Boston, 23d, sch. Echo, Jordan, Saco.
hopes to meet the patronage of an enlighten
taking
from
them
their
plunder.
tirely wrapped in flames extending to the
&c. These instances of liberality, and. of ..• Ar. at Alexandria, 7th, sch. Ann, Greele, Saco. ed and discriminating community. ase comptira* llhamber floor.” Mrs. W. succeeded in extin
high
commercial
spirit,
are
worthy
of
all
We have heard that a man by the name of
Several gentlemen of known literary talent
iey were in*
An Eastern paper recently expressed appre have generously tendered their assistance, to
guishing them, (in doing which she was bad Conant, of Stow, died from freezing at nine commendation.
>ver their loss.hension
for
the
safety
of
schs.
Hellespont,
Beck
;
acre Corner on Wednesday last.—Con. Gaz.
enable the Publisher to accomplish his object
their property ly burnt herself,) but not until the little suffer
Mercantile Energt/.—Notwitstanding the e.- ( Fame, Beal, and Mary, Heath, from the Kenne in commencing the “ New York Lady’s Com
bec for Boston. The Hellespont has been in
the insuFaiice er was so seriously injured as to render his
About a dozen Marblehead fishing vessels norrnous loss of property which our infer-1 port some time, and has discharged : the Fame panion.”
prerniudti
j recovery hopeless. He was 2 years and 8' arrived at that port during the past week — chants have sustained, we have not as yet i discharged her cargo at Quincy, took a freight
All those splendid sketches that have gain
against themand have generally brought in good fares. heard of a single failure or of a single dis- j here, and is on hér passage home ; the Mary’s ed such celebrity in France and Italy, will be
months old.
They have experienced very severe weather, honored note. There may however have arrival
reported a week since. It is found translated and re-printed in the columns of
and some of them have been 45 days on the been a few defalcations, as we have not had impracticable, to give a regular report of the ar this monthly periodical.—The great range of
day states that
Installed in Eliot, on the 2d inst., Rev.
passage from Grand Bank ! Fish command leisure to be very thorough in our enquiries. rival of lumbermen ; but if they will'report them materials the publisher has already in his
! & Co. was
The amount must at any rate be very small. selves at the Counting Room, their arrival will power, together with the assistance offered,
vho rushed in- ,¡Elisha Bacon, as Pastor of the Congregation an advance on last year’s prices of 50 to 7a
Intro per cent. It will prove a season of prosperity The business of the Banks and the great be duly noticed.—Boston Patriot.
will enable him to present to the public such
m oven. By al Church and Society in that town
g round of payments, goes on as if nothing had
a work as he hopes will meet their approba
■. .
‘ SPOKEN .
dollars worth ductory Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Smith of Great to all engaged in the fishing business.
Salem Register. ’I happened.—N. Y. Jour, of Com."
Lat. 41, long. 69, ship Pactolus, Wise, 18 hours tion, and he asks only for thè support, to
lace of safety» Falls, (Somersworth, N. H.) ; Sermon, by
from Boston for New-Orleans.
which the merits of the publication may enti
o.25, Beaver
LRev. Mr. Root of Dover ; Installing Prayer,
Robert Potter, of North Carolina, formerly
The loss of property by the late fire, we
tle him.
v occupies- K
(^^Subscriptions received at No. 58, Wall
Apprentice Wanted.
tv that the ne- Jby Rev. Mr. Parker of York; Charge, by a member of Congress, since rendered infa at first estimated aif 15,000,000 dollars ; but
Street, up stairs—where fetters rpay be ad
shing in after Rev. Mr. French of Northampton ; Right mously notorious by some extraordinary mis we are inclined to think it does not exceed
ANTED immediately, as an apprentice
As usual
dressed to the subscriber (post paid.)
to the u|>Pel -Hand of Fellowship, by Rev. Mr. Keeler of deeds, has been killed in one of the recent 10,000,000 or 12,000,000 dollars.
to the Printing business, an active,
in such cases, there have been many very ex
capable lad, of industrious habits, from , 14 V
to Post Masters and others becoming aCSouth-Berwick ; Address to the Church and skirmishes in Texas.
gents for the work, are required to remit only
travagant estimates put forth.—ib.
15
years
of
age.
He
must
possess
a
good
People, by Rev. Mr. Blodget of New Market ;
Governor Galusha of Vermont, now 93
rance Cornp8'
knowledge of the common branches taught! $2,50 to the publisher for each subscriber.
A French paper says : P Tbe prosperity of in our Schools and a good moral character. Persons furnishing five subscribers and for
iere near tbej- J Concluding Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Smith of years old, had an arm broken about a year
warding the amount of $15, will be entitled
ie GreenwieJ. (Kennebunk-port.
ago, in attempting to break a colt. No soon the Manufactories^! Lyons at this moment
JAMES K. REMICH.
to
the work free for one vear.
er had the wound healed, than the patriarch is unexampled. The orders from America
lompanies,’ *
Kennebunk; Dec. 19,1835.
WILLIAM W. SNOWDEN.
are so large, that it will be difficult to execute
mounted the colt again and subdued him.
0 dollars- W
Washington, Saturday, Dec. 19. ImportNew-York, 1835.
them, and wages are'excessively high.”
irance Compa
LL those indebted to the subscriber are.
iey havestro'ig rant circumstances have transpired in respect
“Too Good.”—Mr. Amos Kendall, m ffis
requested to make an immediate pay
The Courier des Etats Unis, at New York,
■if be enable* Ic to our French relations. Mr. Pageot is about Post Office Report, says, that the reason the
NOTICE.
ment to Silas Moody, Esq. of Kennebunkstates
that
the
loss
sustained,
in
the
late
fire
HE subscriber, being under the necessieven in 1'^’ ! to depart. This you may rely upon as cer- late Postmaster General did not succeed bet
P°rt‘
HERVEY C. /THAYER.
sity of relinquishing his business on
of their ^ i tain ; and Mr. Barton left France in the pack ter in managing the Department, was that he by French commerce is i-rnmense- that but
three French importers of Lyons goods have
account of his health, requests all persons
was
too
good
a
man.
The
Boston
Atlas
Kennebunk, Dec. 3,1835.
issments,
'
et of the 8lh December. This is from the
escaped. The loss, it is stated, falls entirely
indebted to him to make payment previous
thinks there is no fear of Amos on this score.
" ca!lin? r!
on rich houses—that their capital alone will
i highest source.—Extract of a letter from the
lich their
trlweekly journal to the 20th of March next—and all persons
having demands against him are requested to
I Washington correspondent of the N. Y. Journal
Fire at South Reading.—'The Baptist Meet suffer, and not their credit.
uther severance win publish a
present the same for payment.
-chanse»an ?
inghouse in South Reading, was totally de
paper
three
times
a
week
at
Augusta,
of Commerce.
As Mr.-------- -, of Jackson county, India
JOHN WAKEFIELD.
stroyed by fire, on Sunday morning last.—
during the session of the Legislature, on TuesWells, Dec. 17,1835.
The fire broke out, about 8 o’clock, and orig na, was returning from a neighboring grog day, Thursday, and Saturday mornings, at
' Two meetings have been held by the Mer
inated from a defect in the stove funnel. It shop a few evenings since, he wasirnost furi one dollar for the session. The Journal will
ously attacked by a “ Bear of the largest size,”
ring Çn»e chants of New York, since the late distress was a handsome and commodious edifice.
j
ing fire in that city—at one of them it was
which he succeeded in “ mauling” to death contain reports of the proceedings in both
PRIME assortment of New Goods, just
-------------houses of the Legislature as usual, asketch of
resolved to re-build the Merchant’s Exchange
]t is said that the Governor of Connecticut with his fists, after a splendid contest of five Congressional proceedings, and the earliest
received, bought low for cash, and
with
all
convenient
dispatch
and
that
the
minutes.
Next
morning,
accompanied
by
ie) $7,000.
,
will be sold very low. u Call and see.”
has offered the appointment of U.
Senator
intelligence
of
passing
events
of
every
declearing away of the rubbish be commenced
two of his neighbors, he repaired to the battle
J. G. PERKINS.
to Ralph J. Ingersoll, who has declined the
Còmp^'65 I' immediately^—at the other, it was resolved to honor, and that John M. Niles, Postmaster at field, when lo ! he had killed a fine yearling scnptiom
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 3,1835.
is8w
I
Augusta,
Nov.
11,1835.
calf.— Cincinnati Whig.
:^tX^ form a mutual fire insurance company as ) Hartford, has been appointed.
soon as practicable.

Froîn Washington.—ifï}? correspondent of'
O^The votes for State Senators,, thrown Ì
in Massachusetts, ¡the New York Courier & Enquirer, states |
at the late General Election in
; that Mr. Clay had
have been officially canvassed.
21 whigs ,
of.............................
on]y daughter. This
‘ event may
LTURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1836.
and 17 Jackson-men and anti-masons bave I prevent his introducing his land bill on TuesThe debate in the
' The Anti-Masonic State Convention been elected by the people, and there are two ! day as he proposed.
f
'
r.,,
-n
i
House
on
Friday
was
a
very
animated
and
s held at Harrisburgh, (Penn.) on the 14th vacancies in Essex County—one of these will exeiting one>
The speakers were repeatedly
it. It was organized on the 15th, by the (i be filled by a whig and the other by a Jack- cane^ t0 order for transcending the proper
(rice of Hon. Harmer Denny, President, jl son-man.
The next Senate will, therefore, limits of debate.— Boston Daily Adv.
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POETRY
The following1 beautiful stanzas were written by,
W. P. Palmer, a Medical Student, and sung by ai
band of his classmates, at a meeting of the Temper■
ance Society of the Berkshire Medical Institution, at
Pittsfield, in November last.
Look not thou upon wine when it is red.—Proverbs.
Oh ! soft sleep the hills in their sunny repose,
In the laud of the south where the wind gaily blows,
And blithesome the hearts of the villagers be,
In the grape purple vales in the isles of the sea.

And bright is the wine when its splendour is poured
’Mid silver and gold round the rich festal board;
Where the magic of music awakes in its power,
And wit gilds the fast falling sands of the hour.
Yet lift not the wine cup, tho' pleasure may swim
’Mid the bubbles that flash round its roseale brim ;
For dark in the depths of the fountains.below,
Lurk the syrens that lure to the vortex of woe.

They have led the gay spirit of childhood astray.
While it dreamed not of wiles in its radiant way ;
And the soft cheek of beauty they have paled in its
bloom,
And quenched her bright eyes in the damps of the
tomb.

I

They have torn the live wreath from the brow of the
brave,
And changed his proud heart to the heart of a slave ;
And e'en the fair fame of the good and the just,
With the grey hairs of age, they have trod to the dust.

Then lift not the wine cup, tho' pleasure may swim
Like an angel of light round its roseate brim ;
For dark in the depths of its fountain below,
Lurk the spirits that lure to the vortex of woe.

TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.

structive as a dozen introduced at once—
yet the single one might do some harm—
you would hardly permit him to bite all he
could, because he is a single serpent ! So,
a smaller quantity of alcohol would not ren
der one’s blood inflammable to the degree
witnessed in this experiment ; but like the
single biting and envenomed rattle-snake, it
would do some mischief. And, in the case
of the serpent which we have supposed, it
would make no difference in the extent of
the injury done by it, whether it were in
troduced into the household in a brandy,
whiskey, rum, wine, beer, or fermented ci
der cask. A word to the wise is sufficient.
If our memory serves us truly, proof spir
its coni ain about 50 per cent, of alcohol;
fermented wines, from 15 to 25 per cent, al
cohol ; strong beer and fermented, cider
from 7 to 10 per cent, alcohol ; and small
beer, one or two per cent, of the same. Let
it be remembered it is the alcohol in the
blood that burns with “ blueflame.”
We hope that flame, blue as it is rising
horn the ignited blood of the drunkard at
South Berwick, will flash a horrifying and
salutary conviction upon the drinkers of al
coholic liquors ; and warm the zeal of those
who have relaxed their exertions in the
temperance reformation.
O ! ye philan
thropists ! of tbe drunkards u have com
passion, pulling them out of the fire !’’

a fellow student standing near me ; and affpr
«priirincr H
im niinrlnrn I L.. 4_____ J..
ter securing
the
puncture I had made in *L_.
the
arm of the drunkard, who was made the
subject of my experiment, I requested him
to ignite a match, which he did, and on
bringing it in contact with the combustible
compound, a conflagration immediately en
sued, burning, as I have before stated, with
blue fl.mie for the space of twenty-five or
thirty seconds.
The above experiment which resulted in
a phenomenon thus brilliant, and which I
had never noticed either by observation or
in authors, was not only witnessed by my
self, and the subject of it who sat mute, as
tounded, and in breathless silence, but by
several respectable gentlemen, together with
a respected and worthy physician, my tutor,
who were present and who in the subjoined
certificate vouch for the authenticity of the
fact I now submit to the public.

To the Honorable Legislature of tho Stali of

A REMEDY FOR

1 ,7^ _ _ xi _ 2» . m .
.*
Maine next to be held
on the first Wednesday
of January, A. D. 1836.
FIN HE petition of the undersigned, citizens THE excrutiatingpain—the<jeC|W
Jof said State, respectfully represent,
and deformity, and then/
that they are owners of a large Quarry of old age, which are the usual attw?
Granite situated in Kennebunk-port, about
this disorder, are suffered by man“(
one mile from Kennebunk River—that they
dispair of a cure, or disappoint^
are desirous of bringing so important and
valuable a material for building into the mar efficacy of the numerous pretended
effect this
But tk
th 1
ket at as low a rate as possible, and for that iused
--------to '•••--•
•••■» purpose. out
have made a fair trial of
..c
use
purpose to form an association with corporate :I bave
powers to construct a Railway or Turnpike | DR. JEBB’S CELEBRATED LlNn
from said Quarry to the river, a distance not ¡even in cases of long standin?
exceeding two miles, for the more cheap and I most severe character, haverere'’ 4
expeditious method of transporting this ma-i relief, and many have been (JL«’*
tenal. They therefore pray that the Hon. 'days some in 24 hn.n- i
red|[h
Legislature will
will grant
grant them
them and
and their
their asso
asso- pJso*ns in Boston
Legislature
mates an act of
oi incorporation under the name P
.
Vlc>mty,
ciates
ofr*'
the “
Granite
and Rail orme,,y afflicted with the Rfo
c
" Kennebunk-port
____•
■
~
Road Company,” with power to construct a have very fully testified. Certificate
Rail Road or Turnpike from said Quarry to the possession of the proprietor, wJ
Kennebunk River, and to take and occupy most thorough and surprising «
the land necessary for that purpose, paying means of this powerful Liniment j’
Jacob C. Hanson.
the owners thereof a just and reasonable com
where other approved applicant
Fo the Public.—We the undersigned,
pensation therefor. And as in duty bound“
terly
failed. 1 he Liniment is a|s
residents of Sooth Berwick, Me. do hereby will ever pray.
BENJ. F. MASON,
with success for bruises, sprains, num?
certify that we were present and witnessed
JACOB MITCHELL,
stiffness of the joints, chilblains &c ’
the experiment above described.
JOSEPH NOBLE,
Price 50 cents a bottle.
DANIEL W. LORD,
C Charles Trafton.
CHARLES A. LORD,
< John G. Webster.
ERASTUS HAYES.
( John Kennard.
DUMFRIES’
Portland, Sept. 18, 1835.
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RAIL-RO AD FROM THlTlLnVITED
STATES QUARRY TO KENNEBUNK-PORT.
At a Court of Probate held at North Berwick,

PROBATE NOTICES.

OR sore ot inflamed EyaL,

F

mediate ease and relief. Ont
[For the Morning Star ]
To the Senate and. House of Representatives of sore eyes the effect is most sa!J
within and for the County of York, on thefir st.
NOVEL EXPERIMENT.
Monday in December, in the year of our Lord the State of Maine, in Legislature assembled. Where the complaint has been cf
THE DRUNKARD’S BLOO'D.
Ignition of blood extracted from a drunkeighteen hundred and thirty five, by the Fp HE subscribers respectfully represent, that standing, and in some exceeding bad &
That the system of the inebriate, in some ard’s veins in South Berwick Village,
A
they and others have associated togeth
Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court:
JOHN BOD WELL, guardian of Elisha er for the purpose of constructing a rail-road the most unexpected and desirable relief f
instances, becomes so saturated with alco Maine, in August, 1835.
A. Bodwell, a minor, and grand-child from tbe United States quarry, so called, on the been found in the use of this Eye W
hol, and so destitute of vitality, as to induce
That science has not arrived to that point
the spontaneous combustion of the body, is in perfection, beyond which there can be no of Elisha Allen, late of Sanford, in said county, late Wormwood farm, in Kennebunk-port, after every other remedy had failed |
esquire, deceased, having presented his first to their wharves and ware-houses at the vil ny persons who have used it, pr,w
a fact which has, for many years, been ns further discoveries or inventions, in the au
account of guardianship of his said ward for lage, with a view chiefly to the transportation the best preparation for these compu'
well established as any fact that is made thor’s opinion is true from the fact that blood allowance :
of quarried stone to a place of shipment. they have ever met.
met with, especially^
especially ¡di
matter of medical history. That the bo has recently been extracted by himself from
ORDERED—That the said guardian give Wherefore they pray that an act of incorpo
dies of drunkards, have sometimes taken the median basilic vein of a confirmed notice to all persons interested, by causing a ration may be granted to them and their as ses of soreness or inflammation ol|0
standing. Price 25 cents a boule. °
fire spontaneously, and become more or less drunkard, and that a volatile fluid arose on copy of this order to be published three sociates for the purpose aforesaid, with suita
consumed, burning with a “ blue flame fl is its surface, which on being ignited burned weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga ble provisions to enable them to obtain the
(tp’None are genuine unless signed
as plain matter of fact, is established by as with blue flame for the space of twenty-five zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, lands and privileges necessary, and empow the outside printed wrapper by the«0/e J
that they may appear at a Probate Court to ering them to take a suitable toll and to use prietorfL. Kidder, immediate
good authority, as, that persons have died or thirty seconds.
«««%
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first the road for all purposes of transportation.
uf plague or cholera'.—And, that fluid, to
to the late Dr. W.
1 he author of the above experiment, Monday in January next, at ten of the
”• T. Conway. For
For»(
Signed,
Barnabas Palmer,
the amount of several ounces, possessing the which he trusts will prove an interesting and clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, ifany
at his Counting Room, over No,
No,99
99,( q,. I
Daniel Winslow,
street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and J
odor, and inflammability of ardent spirits has important one to the literati of his country, they have, why the said account should not
William Cutter,
been found in the ventricles of the brain of and especially to those of the Medical pro be allowed.
Nathaniel Mitchell. by his special appointment, by
those dying in a fit of drunkenness, is as fession, fto which he is aspiring,J having
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk
_ . , _
John Neal, and others.
A true copy—Attest,
Portland, Nov. 18, 1835.
well authenticated as any other fact furnish been requested by several gentlemen of
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk.^
VVm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ed by' post mortem examination :—Yet, we science and respectability, to submit it for
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Dec. 12.
were not prepared to meet the result of .Mr. publication, hesitates not to comply with
FTNHE subscriber would once more remind
Hanson’s experiment, as given below, their request, also thinking “ it is due to the
j NOTICE?
At a Court of Probate holden at North Berwick A
those of his delinquent subscribers
without experiencing the utmost astonish cause of science, as well as to that of temper
within and for the County of York, on the first | whose accounts are of Jong standing, that it FpHIS day were impounded intbetni
A
pound in York, by Samuel Junkfo j
ment. That the blood, that great mass of ance,” that he should relate in detail, the
Monday in December, in the year of our Lord is very desirable that all such accounts should
eighteen hundred and thirty five, by the be settled, either by payment or by note, and said York, two oxen ; one of them brW
saline and aqueous fluid—the BLOOD, process and result of the experiment, which
and the other red with a star in the fe
&AYES, Judge of said Court :
wherein is the L|FE—that the blood, con led to its discovery, which he will endeav OH°Kr [I W'
that their neglect so to do will compel him, Said oxen were taken up in the enclosun i
N the petition of John Colcord, admin
stituted by the Author of man, for circula or to do in his humble capacity, ('that of a
though reluctantly, to resort to coercive meas said Samuel Junkins, and are comminJ
istrator of the estate of Jonathan Col
ting through vessels of the most delicate tex Medical student.) anticipating that the re cord, late of South Berwick, in said county, ures.
estrays. The owner is requested to pay «|»
He will receive in payment, Corn, Rye, is justly demandable and take themam
ture and finest sensibility ; for circulating lation of a fact ot such novelty and import, deceased, representing that the personal es
Oats,
White
Beans,
and
in
fact,
almost
any
CALEB EASTMAN, Pound keepi
through the heart, the lungs, the brain, and will result in waking up in the Medical part tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay
article of country produce. WOOD is also
York, Nov. 20,1835.
through every fibre of the system, to give of community a like curiosity to investigate, the just debts which he owed at the time of
wanted.—He is determined that all his ac
life and vitality to the whole—that this fluid analyze and experiment on both the solids his death, by the sum of four hundred and
counts shall be paid, or settled by note, and
PAY ORSETTLE.
should become so changed from its original and fluids of man, which was a prominent ninety-nine dollars and seventy-four cents, those who neglect so to do beyond the first
LL persons indebted to tbe subscribe!
and praying for a license to sell and convey
properties, and so unfit for the purposes of feature in the character of the ancient anat
of February next, must not complain if they
ther by note or account are requal
so much of the real estate of said deceased,
life and health and intellect, as, when drawn omists, physiologists, and physicians, but as may be necessary for the payment of said are called on by an Attorney.
to make payment without lurther nolitt
from a vein to ignite at the touch ofa from which the more modern have, in some debts and incidental charges :
JAMES K. REMICH.
1 hose who cannot pay can settle their i
Kennebunk, Dec. 5, 1835.
match, would , have been too much for our degree, long since relapsed. fSuch is the
counts by note. None are so poor as to
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
unable to do this—and a neglect to doi
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
credulity, were not the character of Mr. author’s impression.)
ALMANACS FOR 1836? evidence of indifference about paying at
and
to
all
persons
interested
in
said
estate,
Hanson and his vouchers such as to place
In calling tbe attention of the public then,
HOMAS’ (Old) Farmers’ Almanac, calcu consequently will be called upon in a dif
the truth of his statement beyond a shadow and especially the Medical part of it, to tbe by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lated particularly for the State of Maine : ent way. Corn, Butter, Pork, Cheese.B
lished
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
printed
in
D I »» L. ~ ..,1 f’s— Almanac
A 1.
of a doubt.
Poor Richard
above interesting fact, it becomes the author Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
Lumber, &c. are seldom refused by kin
What an instructive lesson does the re thus to remark : having read not long since,
Miniature
do.
payment of debts. Money is always pref
successively, that they may appear at a
Peter
Parley
’
s
sult of this experiment unfold to those who in some of the phisiological authors, that on Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in
do.
red. Every man should calculate to pay
American Comic
do.
will contemplate the physical constitution the dissection of the cerebrine of a defunct said county, on the first Monday in Jan
before the end of the year. This noli
Davy Crockett’s
do.
is hoped will be deemed sufficient.
of man, and consider the relation subsisting drunkard, a fluid was discovered in its fron uary next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Comic Token.
between that constitution and the soul. It tal sinus, in odor, transparency, etc. in ev noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
BARNABAS PALMER
For sale by the hundred, dozen, or singly
Kennebunk, Nov. 7, 1835.
m
affords us, perhaps, a better idea of the un ery respect resembling alcohol, and that the prayer of said petition should not be b.v
D. REMICH.
told sufferings of the drunkard, than any which on being extracted and ignited by the granted.
Dec. 5, 1835.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
TEN DOLLARS REWAffl
thing else that has fallen under the observa anatomist burned with blue flame, I was in
A true copy—Attest,,
tion of the temperate : it shows a thousand duced from the conclusion I had drawn from
TIiHBER a
FOR SAUE.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
AN AWAY from tbesiii
deaths, suffered by the individual drunkard this fact, (and also presuming that the fron
Dec. 12.
&
BOUT 40 acres of excellent TIMBER
scriber on the niglHi
—yea, it shows us that his earthly existence tal sinus of the brain could not contain the
& WOOD LAND, situated in Lyman
the 26tb inst. an indentedi(
SHERIFF’S SALE.
must be a continual death. What I to have full amount of alcohol introduced into the
and formerly owned by John Low, Esq. de
prentice by the name oiloi
a substance, so foreign to the nature of the system during a protracted fit of intoxica York, ss....November 30th, 1835.
ceased, will be sold on good terms.
P. Wise. It is presumed, t
system, a substance possessing such deadly tion, but that it must consequently be sub- T)Y virtue of an Execution in my hands
—also—
wore away a short jacket ol
qualities as alcohol, introduced into the very ject to the same laws and round of circula
for collection, against Benjamin Went About 7 acres of Intervale, lying on Mousam
dark color, dark pantaloons a
worth
of
Berwick,
in
said
county,
gentle

fountain of life ! to have those properties tion as the blood upon which it so basely
river in Kennebunk, belonging to the estate cloth cap, and carried with him dark colore
which the Creator gave to the vital fluid, intrudes,and curiosity, to try an experi man I have seized on said Execution and of the late John Low, Esq. For particulars frock coat, about same color of the jacke
destroyed, and their place occupied by that ment. And an unexpected and favorable shall sell at Public Auction, at Andrew Ha application may be made to
drab pantaloons, fur hat, &c. Heisahoc
ley s Tavern, in Berwick aforesaid, on Sat
HORACE PORTER.
18 years old, dark eyes, light hair and 1$
which il stingeth as a scorpion and biteth opportunity for the accomplishment of the
urday, the ninth day of January next, at two
Kennebunk, Dec. 5, 1835.
complexion. All persons are forbid harbor
as an adder J” to have the heart, the whole same presented itself in an habitual and of the clock in the afternoon, all the right in
ing, trusting or employing said runaways
internal vital surface of the arteries and confirmed drunkard, expiring an odor more equity which said Benjamin has of redeem
they would avoid the penalty of the ta
veins ramifying every texture, fibre and at in resemblance to alcohol than the breath of ing from a mortgage to Thomas B. Parks, the
The above reward will be paid to any peiw
HE
subscriber
having
often
called
upon
om of the system, made the receptacles and a human being, who came staggering and real estate hereinafter described, the same
those indebted to him for CARDING who will return said boy to the subscribed
the conductors of that fiery spirit which is foaming into the office of the physician with having been attached on the original writ, to
Keimebunk
; or whoever will give any inlw
& CLOTH-DRESSING, to settle their ac

•
W
,t
:
7?
A
„
certa
.
in
tract
or
l
,arce
>
of
land
situate
as scathing to all the properties and func whom I was reading.—This object of pity
I’Tj °bjeCt ?£P’ty ivSa‘d .BtrW£k’ Bnd bo«nded as follows : counts, and as many remain unsettled, he mation of him, so that he may be brought u
tions ot the animal economy, as is the fiery and disgust, with an i n . J
justice, will confer a favor on the commnnilj.
inflamed eye andJ flush- Westerly by Salmon Falls River Northerly would now say to all such, unless their notes
^eu dtotnrv»
■......... ...
11V I.phfinnn
__ _
1
■
•
torrent poured forth from the over-boiling ed countenance, whose
LEVI P. HILLARD,
system' as 1f 1leanit
by Lebanon Town 1«»^^.
line, TJ'
Easterly
by the
road are paid or renewed and their accounts settled
Kennebunk, Sept. 29, 1835.
crater of the volcano, to whatever of vege on inquiry, had been saturated with rum leading from the late David Legro’s dwelling up to May 31, 1833, between this and the
table or animal it overtakes in its course ! — during the two weeks previous, also that he house to Great Falls, and Southerly by land first day of January 1836, they will be left in
Ah ! we have heard something of the mis had taken but little food during this time, of James Hubbard,—containing about one the hands of an attorney for collection.
F|NHL subscribers, having contracted«4
eries which the drunkard experiences from and who had drunk two gallons of Rum hundred and thirty acres.
„
L
„
J. G. MAYO.
the town of Kennebunk-port, tosap
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1835.
Conditions and further particulars made
his bodily feelings ; but the experiment nar during the last five days previous, having
port the Poor of said town the present veer,
known
at
the
time
and
place
of
sale.
rated below, shows that not one half of his approached near me, I remarked to him that
.
HEJHCII,
|| hereby give notice that they havemadefe
G. C. WALLINGFORD, D. Sheriff.
physical sufferings has been told. And in there was great danger of spontaneous com
Ab just received a large assortment of necessary provisions for their support. Tkj
Dec. 12.
3w
Miscellaneous and School Books— therefore forbid all persons barboring or W'
view of the fact, herein, as well as by other bustion taking place in his body ; and that
Stationery & Fancy Articles—Blank ing any of the paupers of said town, as thej
experiments and observations, established, the danger of bis destruction would be aug
t
NOTICE
Books, &c.
are determined to pay no bill for their
we cannot wonder that the brain, made the mented, should he attempt with his breath
‘TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.”
D. R. invites Teachers, Parents and others port.
JOHN HUTCHINS,3bi
subject of such a scorpion as alcohol must to extinguish a taper while his system was
to examine his stock of School books, which
FRANCIS BOSTON.
A
REPORT
having
been
put
in
circular
prove to that delicate and important organ thus saturated .with alcohol. I moreover re
is very extensive, comprising almost every
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835. h
■
x
a
tioh,
that
all
the
traders
in
York
have
when brought in contact with it, should be marked, that I thought it would prove an
'kind usually called for. The latest editions
applied for licenses to sell ardent spirits or of approved school books always on hand,
stung up to fellest deeds of crime, debauch essential benefit to him to be bled; that his
U'flE.JTO.V-S
spirituous liquors,-(more properly speaking carefully selected in regard to binding, &c.
ery, and blasphemy ! No wonder that the blood was, in my opinion, encumbered with
to deal damnation round the land,”)-l would
(^Country traders supplied on liberal
smouldering fires glowing throughout his
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
alcohol, and that I could ignite it; or, to use say the reportis altogether false, a black lie, terms.
veins, should impel him forward to acts of
Which cures in less than one hours applies
come
from
a
child
,
of
the
Devil.
Although
my expression to him, set it on fire.
December 3.
madness and desperation!
No wonder
tion. See directions.
The above and last remarks resulted in a some who, like the sow. that was onefc washed,
HE character of this celebrated Oint
have turned again to wallowing in the mire,
that those fires should consume the moral
request from the drunkard that I should bleed
ment stands unrivalled for being asafeJ
sense, sear the conscience, and dissolve, as him ; at the same time, he commenced pre there remains some, who have not, as vet, '■IHE subscriber begs leave to inform the
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome]
“ touefi of fire dissolved flax,” his resolu paring himself for the operation. I hesita bowed the knee to Baal. As a duty I ow^ to .l l. ,r?hab,tants of Wells and its vicinity.
community, to my God, to suffering humanity !"aLhe ba® takJn,tbe stand hitherto occupied disease called the Itch—and for all kinds oi
tions of amendment or reform ! No won
ted not a moment to comply with his re and to myself, I would have it understood by Mi. John Wakefield, where he intends to pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
der that such a fire within him, should draw
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
quest ; but being aware of the lack of firm that I never did, nor never shall apply for carry on the
him swiftly onward towards that abyss, the
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERM
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS,
ness ot purpose and stability of mind com such a license. I ask not the trade nor the
fires of which, seem faintly shadowed forth
mon to such characters, and lest his should custom of the dram-drinker, neither do I and hopes also that by his mechanical skill which are so eminently useful for removing
by that flame the drunkard suffers now
suddenly be changed, and I consequently want their company. I am authorized to say and strict attention to his business, to give sat all Jaundice and BiHious complaints.
that Mr. Alexander Dennett never has isfaction to any who may feel disposed to Afresh supply is just received, and for soldi
within his body and his soul !—as “ sparks
befoded in my contemplated experiment,
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
ascending seek the sun,” so the flames of and those who were waiting its result, hav made such an application, and we now pub lend him their patronage.
licly declare, that our voices, our hearts and
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
alcohol glowing through the drunkard’s sys
w 11 M
GE°RGE BEAN.
ing heard niy previous observations, be dis our hands, shall be raised against the use and
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Portland, i
Wells, November 12, 1835.
tem, seem, in their physical and moral in appointed, I hastened to the accomplishand Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney HasliW
traffic of distilled hquors. As we have enga
fluence, tending, as by invincible attraction,
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J ”
w,tk a11 tbe agility and dexterity ged, so we say we now engage in a systematic
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and allonder’”
to Death and Hell.
ot which I was commander. I very readily war against intemperance.
FI1HE subscriber having contracted with be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham,.^
Let no one deceive himself by supposing
GEORGE
MOORE
PAYNE.
succeeded in extracting from the arm of the
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
the vital fount within himself, exempt from
York, (Me.) Dec. 2,1835.
take notice
drunkard an unassimilated compound, which
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
HE subscriber, having contracted with
the u blue flame,’' from the circumstance I judged, from the odor, (and which was
notice that be has made suitable provision
the overseers of tbe poor ofthetotfta
Writing & letter Paper. for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
that he does not drink so much alcohol, or
perceptible to all present, at the moment it
CASE Fine and Superfine Letter Paper,
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong*
drink alcohol under the same name, as did followed tbe lancet,) arising from the same,
torbids
all
persons
harboring
or
trusting
any
i 1 do. Writing Paper-No. 1 Foolscap,
the subject of Mr. Hanson’s experiment.
of the Paupers of said town on my account, ! ing to said town, for the term of one year from
to be blood and alcohol; and which, by or a superior quality. Just received and for
date hereof, and having made provision fori
Doubtless, one rattle-snake introduced into
?.n account of the town, as I shall pay no ‘ that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
farther experiment, proved my judgment sale low, by the ream or smaller quantity
bill
for
their
support.
the midst of a family, would not be so deboring or supporting any of saidi paupers«®
EMICh/’
true—I handed the fluid, a pint bowl full, to yNo,.S8.
v
a
z nr ?AMES WARREN.
his account.
JAMES HOBBS. I
Kennebunk, May 1,1835.
]y<
Wells, Dec. 16,1834.
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